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STOCK MARKET INDEX

FOREX (AED)
SAR 0.9850
USD 3.6800

Abu Dhabi - ADX 8,479.14

EURo 4.2060

YEN 0.0320

Brent Crude
WTI Crude

$87.26/bbl
$85.05/bbl

GBP

CAD 2.9630

Natural Gas

$4.33/MMBtu

Dubai - DFM

3,177.88

New york - NYA 16,989.07
London - UKX

7,573.56

5.0270

EXCHANGE RATE Sri Lankan Rs
Indian Rs
20.19 Philippine Peso
Pakistani Rs

47.11

Bangladesh Taka

22.68

PRECIOUS METALS
Gold
$1,819.80 /t oz
Gold-Dubai
AED219.25/gm

22.68

Silver

55.14

$23.68/t oz

TEN TOLA GOLD
buLLION

OP-ED PAGE 04
China, Russia have found new reasons to team up
The two autocratic superpowers have a general antipathy for any
global action that allows interference in internal affairs of a
sovereign state, writes
James stavridis

bAnkinG PAGE 07
Buy for
(AED) 25,573.32

Brexit gives $228bn boost to balance sheets of Irish banks
Banks in Ireland regulated by ECB’s SSM saw their balance sheets
increase $342bn in December 2015 to $569.42bn in July

Wednesday

Price UAE: AED 2

World leaders condemn Houthi
militia attack on Abu Dhabi

pAleStInIAn kIlled In WeSt BAnk

The leaders affirmed their complete solidarity and support
with the UAE against those that target its security, stability
Abu DhAbi / WAM

UN secretary general Antonio Guterres condemned the
Houthi militia attack, which
targeted civil facilities in UAE
and resulted in a number of
deaths and injuries. The UN
spokesman said in the daily
briefing that such attacks are
prohibited by international
humanitarian law.
The United States also
strongly condemned Houthi
militia terrorist attack in the
UAE, which targeted civil facilities and led to the death
and injury of civilians.
In a statement, the US National Security Advisor Jake
Sullivan said: "Our commitment to the security of the
UAE is unwavering and we

Mourners carry the body of Palestinian Suleiman Al hathalin, 75, during his funeral in Yatta village near the West Bank city of hebron on
Tuesday. According to Palestinian health officials, Al hathalin died of injuries he sustained earlier this month after he was hit by an Israeli
police vehicle
—DPA

Founded In 1979, Activision is home to some of the most popular game franchises in the world

Microsoft buys US gaming
giant Activision for $69bn

Adding Activision’s stable of popular titles will help the firm expand its own
offerings for Xbox console and better compete with Sony Corp’s PlayStation
BlooMBerg

Microsoft Corp said it’s buying
Activision Blizzard Inc in a
$68.7 billion deal, uniting two of
the biggest forces in video
games to create the world’s
third-biggest gaming company.
In its largest purchase ever,
Microsoft will pay $95 a share in
cash for one of the most legendary gaming publishers,
known for titles like Call of Duty
and World of Warcraft but
which is also grappling with a
cultural upheaval over its treatment of women. Activision Chief
Executive Officer Bobby Kotick
will continue to serve in that
role, Microsoft said. Once the
deal closes, the Activision Blizzard business will report to Phil
Spencer, who heads Microsoft
Gaming. The deal value includes
Activision’s net cash.
Adding Activision’s stable of
popular titles will help Microsoft expand its own offerings
for the Xbox console and better
compete with rival Sony Corp.’s
PlayStation. Activision has a
long history with the Xbox. The
publisher’s largest franchise,
Call of Duty, became successful
largely due to Microsoft’s online

Expo 2020
Dubai visits
cross 10mn
DubAi / WAM

Expo 2020 Dubai visitor
numbers continue to rise,
reaching 10,188,769 visits as
of January 18, while Expo
2020 Dubai’s virtual visitation passed the 65 million
mark.
The visitors were attracted
by the first Global Goals Week
to be held outside of New
York and a star-studded Kpop concert – all underpinned
by confidence in the event’s
robust safety measures.
Expo 2020 Dubai’s Theme
Weeks are proving popular
thanks to a range of compelling forums, panel discussions and exciting on-site
activations. Spearheading a
major call to action, Global
Goals Week runs until January
22, in association with the UN,
to advance the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).

Acquiring Activision will help jump start Microsoft’s broader gaming endeavors and
ultimately its move into the metaverse with gaming the first monetization piece of the
metaverse

n Microsoft will pay $95 a share in cash for one of the
most legendary gaming publishers, known for titles like
Call of Duty and World of Warcraft
n Microsoft plans to keep making some of Activision’s games
for PlayStation consoles but will also keep some content
exclusive to Xbox
platform Xbox Live, which allows players to connect for multiplayer matches. Most of
Activision’s games are published on Xbox consoles.
“Acquiring Activision will help

jump start Microsoft’s broader
gaming endeavors and ultimately its move into the metaverse with gaming the first
monetization piece of the metaverse,” Dan Ives, an analyst at

Wedbush Securities, wrote in a
note to investors. “With
Activision’s stock under heavy
pressure
(CEO
related
issues/overhang) over the last
few months, Microsoft viewed
this as the window of opportunity to acquire a unique asset
that can propel its consumer
strategy forward.”
Microsoft’s shares slid about
1.3% in early trading on the
news. The bid is a 45% premium on Activision’s closing
price Friday. However, it’s a bargain compared with the stock’s
performance in the first half of
last year, before a lawsuit filed
by a California state agency in
July plunged the company into
crisis. The shares hit a high of
more than $100 apiece in February and then lost nearly half
their value by the end of the
year.
The scandal has taken a toll
on a company already struggling to adapt to the end of a
pandemic-fuelled video game
boom. In November, Activision
delayed two of its most anticipated games and gave a sales
forecast for the fourth quarter
that fell short of Wall Street’s
expectations.

Our commitment
to the security of
the UAE is unwavering
and we stand beside our
Emirati partners against
all threats to their
territory
Jake Sullivan, US
National Security Advisor
stand beside our Emirati
partners against all threats
to their territory."
Mohamed Ould Ghazouani, President of Mauritania, has reiterated his
country's strong condemnation and denunciation of the
drone attacks, which were
carried out by the terrorist

Houthi militia on civil facilities in the UAE and led to the
death of three civilians and
left several injured.
In a phone call he made to
His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan,
Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi
and Deputy Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed
Forces, the Mauritanian president expressed his deepest
condolences to families of
victims and his wishes of a
speedy recovery for injured.
Ghazouani reiterated Mauritania's full solidarity with the
UAE, and its support of any action that UAE may take to ensure its security and defend
itself against terrorist attacks.

n For full story, read gulftime.ae

Agthia distributes 500 care
packages to families in need
Abu DhAbi / WAM

Agthia Group PJSC, a regional food and beverages
company, has marked the
end of 2021 with a sizeable
donation of over 500 Care
Packages that were distributed to families in need
across the UAE, which in-

cluded a variety of food
items produced by the
group’s brands.
Agthia partnered with
the Emirates Red Crescent,
Dubai Charity Association,
and Sharjah Charity International to help distribute
the Care Packages across
the country.

Aldar unveils AED1.8bn
sustainable city project
Abu DhAbi / WAM

Aldar Properties (Aldar) on
Tuesday announced an
agreement with Diamond
Developers, the mastermind
behind The Sustainable City
brand, to form a joint venture
(JV) for the development of a
fully sustainable and unique
community on Abu Dhabi’s
Yas Island.
The Sustainable City - Yas
Island will span an area of
397,000 square metre in Yas
North. It will be developed to
align with the UAE’s net-zero
goals and the highest sustainability standards, comprising 864 townhouses and
apartments
and
3,000
square metres of retail.
The agreement will enable
the company to bring a
tested model of sustainable
development to Yas Island.
‘The
Sustainable
City’
branded concept and work-

Comprising 864 townhouses
and apartments and
3,000 sqm of retail, the
Sustainable City - Yas Island
will span an area of
397,000 sqm in Yas North
ing model in Dubai was the
first fully operational sustainable community in the
Middle East and has already
proven successful as an intelligent, live-work-and thrive
destination that brings forward the 2050 global climate
targets.

n For full story, read gulftime.ae

Deal signed to support Masdar to develop clean power in
innovation in Sharjah Indonesia for export to Singapore
ShARJAh / WAM

The Sharjah Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
(SCCI), represented by the
Public Relations and Social
Responsibility Department,
signed a strategic cooperation agreement with the Emirates Creative Association to
enhance cooperation and exchange knowledge and experiences, and implement and
embrace innovative projects
to elevate individual and institutional performance, in
line with the goals and
strategies of the UAE government for innovation and creativity and the objectives for
the next fifty years.
Accordingly, the two sides
will exchange studies, co-organise innovation-related
community activities and
events, and coordinate advisory services related to
training, development, entre-

The company signs deal with Tuas Power, EDF Renewables and
PT Indonesia Power for development of 1.2GWs of solar PV plants
Abu DhAbi / WAM

As per the pact, Sharjah
Chamber and Emirates
Creative Association will
coordinate advisory
services related to training,
development,
entrepreneurship
and management of
entrepreneurial projects
preneurship and management of entrepreneurial
projects.

n For full story, read gulftime.ae

Masdar, one of the world’s leading renewable energy companies, announced on Tuesday
that it has signed a memorandum of understanding with Singapore’s Tuas Power, France’s
EDF Renewables, and PT Indonesia Power to explore the
development of renewable energy within Indonesia for export to Singapore.
The agreement envisages the
development of solar photovoltaic (PV) facilities with a capacity of as much as 1.2
gigawatts (GW), and potential
associated storage.
Singapore is looking to import as much as 4 GW of lowcarbon electricity by 2035,

We are fully confident
that the ambitious
initiative will be a key step
towards building a greener
and more sustainable
future for both Indonesia,
Singapore and indeed the
wider region
which would constitute 35 percent of its total supply. The nation’s Energy Market Authority
issued a request for proposal
(RFP) last October to appoint
suppliers to import and sell
around 1.2 GW of electricity
into Singapore.
Mohamed Jameel Al Ramahi,
Chief Executive Officer of Mas-

Mohamed Jameel Al Ramahi,

CEO of Masdar

dar, said, "Masdar is honoured
to join this consortium, and we
will leverage the experience we
have developed in some 40
countries across the globe to
help this cross-border project
come to fruition.”
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Expo 2020 Dubai
visits cross 10mn

AjmAn CroWn PrinCe meetS US ConSUl-GenerAl

dubai / WAm

His Highness Sheikh Ammar bin Humaid Al Nuaimi, Crown Prince of Ajman and Chairman of Ajman Executive Council, with Meghan Gregonis, the United States ConsulGeneral in Dubai, at the Ruler's Court on Tuesday. HH Sheikh Ammar bin Humaid welcomed the Consul-General and wished her success in her new assignment to promote
joint interests of the two friendly countries at various levels. The two sides discussed the strong UAE-US ties across various domains during the meeting
—WAM

DP WorlD is the leading global logistics company and provider of smart supply chain solutions

DP World’s new digital platform
to streamline customs processes
The digital platform eases the flow of customs procedures using innovative
technology solutions, including an AI driven risk engine and smart valuation
dubai / WAm

DP World, the leading global logistics company and provider of
smart supply chain solutions, on
Tuesday announced the launch
of its new digital compliance
and revenue platform, Cargoes
Customs.
The platform facilitates completely paperless trade easing
the flow of the customs process
using innovative technology solutions, including an Artificial
Intelligence driven risk engine
and smart valuation. Its advanced classification wizard,
based on machine learning,
vastly reduces classification issues. It is designed and supported by customs experts and
digital transformation leaders,
and is backed by more than 40
years of experience in logistics
to solve challenges in the supply
chain.
Cargoes Customs provides
an intelligence-enabled, unified
customs operating model that
optimises border management
and revenue collection activities. The system empowers
customs agencies to facilitate
trade, secure global supply
chains, and increase compliance. At the same time, it minimises revenue leakage for
government agencies.
The platform is built to assist
global customs organisations in
reforming and modernising

The new digital
solution connects
customs officials and
traders through an easy to
use interface and a suite of
custom-built tools. We will
continue to invest in our
digital platforms to bring
simplicity, transparency and
efficiency to global trade –
at customs, and beyond

The Cargoes Customs platform is based on the belief that with technology as a foundation,
any customs organisation can vastly improve its digital capabilities and better integrate with
key agencies and other countries, while also satisfying any regional agreements

n Cargoes Customs provides an intelligence-enabled, unified
customs operating model that optimises border
management and revenue collection activities
n The system empowers customs agencies to facilitate
trade, secure global supply chains, and increase
compliance
processes by streamlining digital transformation through the
latest technology and tools.
The Cargoes Customs platform is based on the belief that
with technology as a foundation, any customs organisation
can vastly improve its digital ca-

pabilities and better integrate
with key agencies and other
countries, while also satisfying
any regional agreements. The
Cargoes Customs system is further enhanced by its powerful
risk engine which detects revenue leakages. This technology

Sultan bin Ahmed
Sulayem, Group Chairman
and CEO of DP World
improves visibility and traceability, and is based on WCO
best practices, thereby optimising the customs clearance
process. As an intelligent risk
engine, it helps enforce compliance and promotes seamless
collaboration between authorities, government departments
and stakeholders.
Offering a single window interface, Cargoes Customs is
highly configurable and uses a
template-based design which
means customs organisations
can update or roll-out new services at the click of a button. It
supports all file formats commonly used in customs, and is
WCO, WTO and Safe framework
compliant.

UAE sees 1,166 new recoveries from Covid-19
abu dhabi / WAm

The Ministry of Health and
Prevention (MoHAP) announced that it conducted
487,749 additional Covid-19
tests over the past 24 hours,
using state-of-the-art medical
testing equipment.
In a statement, the ministry
stressed its aim to continue expanding the scope of testing

nationwide to facilitate the
early detection of coronavirus
cases and carry out the necessary treatment. As part of its
intensified testing campaign,
MoHAP announced 2,792 new
coronavirus cases, bringing
the total number of recorded
cases in the UAE to 811,029.
According to the ministry,
the infected individuals are
from various nationalities, are

in a stable condition, and receiving the necessary care.
The ministry also noted that
an additional 1,166 individuals had fully recovered from
Covid-19, bringing the total
number of recoveries to
762,379.
The ministry also announced three deaths due to
Covid-19 complications, bringing the total number of deaths

in the country to 2,198.
The ministry expressed its
sincere condolences to the
families of the deceased and
wished Covid-19 patients a
speedy and full recovery. It
called on all members of the
society to cooperate with
health authorities, adhere to
the instructions and physical
distance to ensure the health
and safety of all.

Expo 2020 Dubai visitor numbers continue to rise, reaching
10,188,769 visits as of January
18, while Expo 2020 Dubai’s
virtual visitation passed the 65
million mark.
The visitors were attracted
by the first Global Goals Week
to be held outside of New York
and a star-studded K-pop concert – all underpinned by confidence in the event’s robust
safety measures.
Expo 2020 Dubai’s Theme
Weeks are proving popular
thanks to a range of compelling forums, panel discussions and exciting on-site
activations.
Spearheading a major call to
action, Global Goals Week runs
until January 22, in association
with the United Nations, to advance the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
The goals recognise that
ending poverty and other deprivations must go hand-inhand with strategies that
improve health and education,
reduce inequality, and spur
economic growth while tackling climate change and preserving oceans and forests.
Global leaders, policy-makers, business leaders and key
players from the World’s ToDo List campaign are connecting during the week to work
towards achieving the targets,
while visitors to Expo 2020
Dubai are also being encouraged to share their own personal to-do lists to drive

The visitors to Expo 2020
Dubai were attracted by the
first Global Goals Week to
be held outside of New York
and a star-studded K-pop
concert – all underpinned
by confidence in the event’s
robust safety measures
positive change.
People of all ages can get involved as art, dance, quizzes
and light festivals are taking
place across the site to raise
awareness and inspire everyone to become change-makers.
They are also invited to join
the Expo 2020 Walk for Climate Action, with Michael
Haddad, UNDP Regional Goodwill Ambassador for Climate
Action, on 21st January.
Running enthusiasts will also
get another opportunity to run
around the iconic site. Supported by Dubai Sports Council,
the Expo 2020 Dubai Run 2 will
take place on Saturday, January
22, with participants getting to
choose from three distances:
3km, 5km and 10km.

n For full story, read gulftime.ae

Agthia distributes 500 care
packages to families in need
abu dhabi / WAm

Agthia Group PJSC, a regional
food and beverages company,
has marked the end of 2021
with a sizeable donation of over
500 Care Packages that were
distributed to families in need
across the UAE, which included
a variety of food items produced by the group’s brands.
Agthia partnered with the
Emirates Red Crescent, Dubai
Charity Association, and Sharjah Charity International to

help distribute the Care Packages across the country. This
initiative comes in line with
Agthia’s commitment to supporting humanitarian endeavours in the UAE and as a
continuation of Agthia’s ongoing CSR efforts.

eBankX names Sulaiman
Al Fahim as new chairman
abu dhabi / gulf time

eBankX, a global digital platform providing several services
and features, announced the
appointment of Sulaiman Al
Fahim as chairman.
Sulaiman Al Fahim is currently the executive chairman
of the globally leading Al Fahim
Holding Group, a business conglomerate in the UAE. He brings
many years of expertise covering project management,
strategic development, and
business negotiations.
eBankX has widely expanded
throughout various sectors,
providing several high-quality
products and services to its
customers, now under the
guidance and management of
Sulaiman Al Fahim.
From technical services to
real estate, the Al Fahim Holding Group has established its
goodwill and showcases the
commitment of Sulaiman Al
Fahim to deliver the best. After
attaining his MBA degree from
Kogod School of Business at
America University in finance

Sulaiman Al Fahim brings
many years of expertise
covering project
management, strategic
development, and
business negotiations
and real estate, Al Fahim has established his name globally.
However, he is still united with
his home in the UAE.
eBankX CEO Qasim Bhatti
stated, “I am delighted to have
Sulaiman Al Fahim as the figurehead at eBankX. We are
excited that we have such a
talented visionary leader
and businessman representing
eBankX.”

Carbon sequestration key to check climate change: EAD chief
Dr Shaikha Salem Al Dhaheri stressed importance of conservation of environment to achieve sustainable development
abu dhabi / WAm

As increased carbon emissions
caused by destruction of ecosystems will further contribute to
climate change, Abu Dhabi’s
Blue Carbon Project is a promising initiative to prevent such a
situation, according to a top
official.
"One major programme we
have worked on at the Environment Agency – Abu Dhabi (EAD)
is the Blue Carbon Project. Blue
Carbon refers to the ability of
coastal vegetation to store carbon. Blue carbon ecosystems,
which include mangrove forests,
saltmarshes, and seagrass beds,
store and sequester carbon in

biomass and sediments," said Dr
Shaikha Salem Al Dhaheri, Secretary General of the EAD.
"If these ecosystems are destroyed, buried carbon can be
released into the atmosphere as
carbon dioxide, contributing to
climate change and ocean acidification. This means we should
strive to always keep these
ecosystems intact," she added
while addressing a virtual
session at the Abu Dhabi
Sustainability Week (ADSW).
She stressed the importance
of conservation of the environment and sequestering carbon
to achieve sustainable development, and shared insights and
examples of initiatives and proj-

If the ecosystems are destroyed, buried carbon can be
released into the atmosphere as carbon dioxide,
contributing to climate change and ocean acidification. This
means we should strive to always keep ecosystems intact
Dr Shaikha Salem Al Dhaheri, Secretary General of the EAD

The UAE was one of the first countries to recognise importance of coastal habitats, and
mangrove restoration and conservation efforts have been implemented since 1970s —WAM

ects undertaken by the EAD to
help preserve mangroves to
combat climate change.

The UAE was one of the first
countries to recognise the importance of coastal habitats, and

mangrove restoration and conservation efforts have been implemented since the 1970s, the
official pointed out.
"This country’s affinity to the
sea led to the initiation of the
Abu Dhabi Blue Carbon Demonstration Project in 2012, which
was led by the Abu Dhabi Global
Environmental Data Initiative
(AGEDI) together with the EAD

and illustrated the full potential
of coastal ecosystems in Abu
Dhabi," Al Dhaheri explained.
The official noted that the success of the project prompted the
initiation of Phase II, known as
the National Blue Carbon Project in 2015, which extended the
understanding and valuation aspects of coastal Blue Carbon
ecosystem services.
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balsa, best known as a craft material for making model airplanes, is a major component of giant blades for wind turbines

China’s $60bn wind empire
needs to grow its own blades
As the country that builds most turbines in the world rushes to install wind power at a
blistering pace to reach ambitious climate targets, suppliers struggle to find enough balsa
BloomBerg

In the tropical climate of
China’s Yunnan province,
scientists are planting a
key ingredient to help
strengthen the country’s position as the world leader in
wind power: balsa trees.
Balsa, best known as a
craft material for making
model airplanes, is a major
component of giant blades
for wind turbines. China’s
$60 billion wind industry
sources almost all its materials domestically, but it’s
had to reach abroad for the
lightweight wood.
As the country that builds
the most turbines in the

world rushes to install wind
power at a blistering pace to
reach ambitious climate targets, suppliers are struggling
to ﬁnd enough balsa. To
relieve the shortage and
reduce imports, China is
now looking to grow its own.
While the booming wind
industry has led many farmers to switch from rubber
trees to balsa, the domestic
business is in the early
stages. It takes at least four
years before a tree is ready
to harvest, so China’s ﬁrst
batch of commercial-scale
balsa wood won’t be ready
for harvest until 2024.
The domestic effort won’t
entirely replace China’s im-

The need for the balsa
wood in the wind
turbine industry is huge.
Stiff and lightweight,
it makes up the bulk
of a blade’s core,
sandwiched between
two layers of fiberglass
to add strength
ports, which amount to
about 1 million cubic meters
of balsa a year — enough to
ﬁll the Empire State Building. But it will provide some
relief. The surging demand
from China as well as the US
caused the price of balsa

EXPErT MEETING

wood to nearly triple over a
15-month period through
mid-2020, according to consultancy Wood Mackenzie.
The need for wood in wind
turbine industry is huge. Stiff
and lightweight, it makes up
the bulk of a blade’s core,

BloomBerg

The price of powering Europe next month declined as more favourable weather conditions are
set to increase generation of renewable energy.
Rising wind-power generation has eased the
pressure on near-term prices, which has ﬁltered
through to month-ahead values, according to
Sabrina Kernbichler, an analyst at S&P Global
Platts. German power for February falls as much
as 3% to 183.49 euros per megawatt-hour and
was 1.6% lower at 12:04 pm local time. The
French contract fell 6.7% in broker trading to
238 euros.
Germany is expecting a large jump in wind
generation to ease the strain of high gas prices
on power costs.
Wind generation is set to peak on Wednesday
at 33,937 MW at 11 p.m. local time and on
Thursday at 12 pmat 42,003 MW. That’s approaching a November 30 record of 47,130
megawatts.

NOTICE
the gulf time — Date:19-01-2022

dE-rEGISTrATION NOTICE NO. (678677)
The Registrar of Companies of RAK Economic Zone Authority
(RAKEZ) hereby gives notice that Les Femmes et batik FZ-LLC
has applied for De-registration of the Company. Any
objection to the aforesaid De-registration should be made
in writing within Fourteen (14) days from the date of the
publication of this notice to the below address:
Tel: +971 7 2041111
P.O. Box: 10055
Email: publication@rakez.com

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

the gulf time — Date: 19-01-2022

the gulf time — Date: 19-01-2022

the gulf time — Date: 19-01-2022

the gulf time — Date: 19-01-2022

sandwiched between two
layers of ﬁberglass to add
strength. A 100-meter-long
turbine blade could require
1,229 kilograms of balsa,
according to a US Energy
Department report.

Europe power costs fall

ENGINEERING EXPERT AISHAR AL ALI

NOTIFICATION by PUbLICATION
In Case No 3863/2021 Commercial Partial- dubai
MrS/ MOdErN EXECUTIvE SySTEMS CONTrACTING - (MESC) - (L.L.C)
Respected
Respect
Whereas the Plaintiff: Sicilia domestic Kitchen Trading
“A Case was filed against you No 3863/2021 Commercial Partial- Dubai,
and as per the Judgment issued by Courts of Dubai on 04-01-2022 to
assign Eng./ Aisha Suliman Al-Ali as an Engineering Expert on the Case.
Therefore, you are required to attend the Expert’s meeting scheduled
on Monday, corresponding to 24/01/20222 at 4:45 P.M. remotely via
application (Microsoft Teams). You shall also communicate with the
Expert before the meeting via phone on no. 0555513311 to get the
meeting link. You shall also submit the defenses, the concerned plea
and any needed documents on or before Wednesday corresponding
to 19/01/2022 on the Expert`s email info@aishaalali.com. For any
inquiries, please contact the Expert directly on the following numbers
(Cellular: 0555513311), noting that the Expert is going to proceed her
mission even in the absence of the litigants.
The Engineering Expert/Aisha Solaiman Al Ali
Dubai Courts 169/Registry No. at Ministry of Justice 2/
Abu Dhabi Judicial Department

COMPANy CLOSUrE ANNOUNCE rEqUEST
NOTICE FOr COMPANy CLOSUrE
COMPANY NAME: Ad ArMS FZ LLE
LICENSE NUMBER: 16979/2021
Registered at Creative City, Fujairah
If anyone has an objection to the closure of Ad
AMrS FZ LLE Company, kindly contact Creative City
Fujairah number at 09-2077666 or you can send an
email to info@ccfz.ae with five (5) days from the
date of advertisement.
Thank You
Asem darwish
General Manager
+971543705415

the gulf time
Date: 19-01-2022

the gulf time
Date: 19-01-2022

UNITEd ArAb EMIrATES

UNITEd ArAb EMIrATES

Notification of defendant by Publication

Service upon defendant by Publication

To defendant: Nidal Ghandour
Unknown Residence: Emirate of Dubai, Jumeirah Lakes Towers, Dubai Multi Commodity
District, Jewelery & Gimplex Building No. 3, First Floor, Business Center DMCC Unit

Before Case Management Office — Ajman Federal Court -Federal
Civil Court of First Instance
On Case No. AJCFICIPOR2021/0004971/ Commercial
(Restricted- Jurisdiction)

Ministry of Justice

Sharjah Federal Court, Federal Civil Court of First Instance
In Case No. SHCFICIGrI2021/0010163 / Grievance

We hereby notify you that the both of Claimant: Cube Wooden and Internal design
Accessories Industry L.L. C/ Address: Dubai Emirate Bur Dubai Jebel All Industrial Area 1
Factory owned by Dubai Real Estate Corporation Plot No. 599-9002. And Claimant / Rami
Mohamed Omar/ Address: Dubai Emirate Bur Dubai Jebel Ali Industrial Area 1 Factory
owned by Dubai Real Estate Corporation Plot No. 599-9002, Phone No. 971555769200 filed
the above-mentioned case against you demanding:
The appellants are petitioning the honorable court to judge:
First: Accept the grievance in form and notify the Defendants by it and the session
specified for its consideration.
Second: On the subject: cancellation of preventive detention procedures No. 9759 of
2021 dated 7/12/2021 - The
matter grieved, and its invalidity, and the invalidity of all the effects thereof, including the
provision of expedited enforcement and without bail, because of:
1- Lack of jurisdiction of the esteemed local court to consider it
2- It lacks the legally required conditions for its issuance.
3- Failure to accept the order directed by the second complainant Rami Mohammed AlOmar because of his lack of capacity in the dispute.
Third: Charge the Defendants to pay the fees, expenses and fees of the attorney>
Therefore, you are hereby required to attend in front of the circuit, the division of petitions
- First Division, Sharjah Federal Court on 24/ 01/ 2022 morning at 8:30 and submit all your
defense and documents. If you do not attend or send an authorized agent on your
behalf, the court will initiate legal proceedings in your absence.
Judicial services office
Amer yousef Ali Al- Hammadi
[Hand written signature]

Ministry of Justice

To Defendant: GErMAN STEEL CONT JL.L.C
Unknown place of residence: Emirate of Ajman - Industrial Area - P.O.
Box No. 18275, Tel: 067486133, Makani No. 4690107946.
Service by Publication both in Arabic and in English
You are requested to attend the hearing of 27/01/2022 before the Case
Management Office — Ajman Federal Court - Civil Court of First
Instance — Office No. (Case Manager Office No.8) in person or by a
legal attorney and submit your answer to the case to which you shall
attach all the exhibits by no later than ten days from the date of
publication in order to consider the above-numbered case — in your
capacity as the Defendant.
Head of Judicial Services Dept.
Kholoud Salem Al Suwaidi
/Signed & Sealed/

A request has been submitted to cancel the
Health Facility license to practice with the
Abu Dhabi Department of Health for our
facility Multi Medical Solutions LLC, MF4013,
application number AMF-2021-010796.
We also submitted application, HFCINS-2021000038, to cancel our facility insurance.
We confirm that we have settled all
obligations in the health insurance program.
In the event of a complaint or inquiry, please
call 03/7630588

EXPErT MEETING

LIqUIdATION NOTICE

the gulf time — Date: 19-01-2022

the gulf time — Date: 19-01-2022

ANNOUNCEMENT by POST
Case No. AJCFICIPOr2021/ 0004339 Commercial (Partial)
At the Ajman Federal Court of First Instance

M/s. Armoodillo FZ- LLC, License No: 94462 located at
TECOM Production city, Dubai, UAE, licensed with the Dubai
Development Authority wishes to announce its decision
taken via board resolution passed at its Board meeting held
on 19th December 2021, regarding closing down and
dissolution of "M/s. Armoodillo FZ-LLC”

Claimant: Ajman bank.
Defendant: 1- Khalid Karim Karim buksh
2- Kiran Khalid Khalid Karim
Defendants are invited to attend in person or through an
authorized agent for the banking expertise meeting
scheduled for Monday 24/01/2022 at 10 am, which will be
held remotely by video call via zoom application at the link:
https://us05web.zoom.us/j/89755951176?pwd=eEVNUy9xeE
cvSzBBMnlVMHFPSlNhQT09
Bring all the documents you wish to submit to the expert
Expert / Akram Mohamad Khaled
Registration No. 636.
Mobile: 055 4488494 Email:amkamleh@gmail.com

To defendant: 1- blackstone International dMCC
Represented by Mr./ Nidal Ghandour,
Unknown Residency: of Dubai, Jumeirah Lakes Towers, Dubai Multi Commodity District,
Jewelry & Gimplex Building No. 3, First Floor, Business Center DMCC Unit 1657
We hereby notifyyou that the Claimant: Cube Wooden and Internal design Accessories
Industry L.L. C/ Address: Dubai Emirate Bur Dubai Jebel Ali Industrial Area 1 Factory owned
by Dubai Real Estate Corporation Plot No. 599¬9002. And Claimant / Rami Mohamed
Omar/Address: Dubai Emirate Bur Dubai Jebel Ali Industrial Area 1 Factory owned by
Dubai Real Estate Corporation Plot No. 599-9002, Phone No. 971555769200 filed the
above- mentioned case against you demanding:
The appellants are petitioning the honorable court to judge:
First: Accept the grievance in form and notify the Defendants by it and the session
specified for its consideration.
Second: On the subject: cancellation of preventive detention procedures No. 9759 of 2021
dated 7/12/2021 - The matter grieved, and its invalidity, and the invalidity of all the effects
thereof, including the provision of expedited enforcement and without bail, because of:
1- Lack of jurisdiction of the esteemed local court to consider it
2- It lacks the legally required conditions for its issuance.
3- failure to accept the order directed by the second complainant Rami Mohammed
Al-Omar because of his lack of capacity in the dispute.
Third: Charge the Defendants to pay the fees, expenses and fees of the attorney>
Therefore, you are hereby required to attend in front of the circuit, the division of petitions
- First Division, Sharjah Federal Court on 24/ 01/ 2022 morning at 8:30 and submit all your
defense and documents. Ifyou do not attend or send an authorized agent on your behalf,
the court will initiate legal proceedings in your absence.
Judicial services office
Amer yousef Ali Al- Hammadi [Hand Written signature]

Accordingly, any interested party who has a claim against
the Company is hereby requested to submit its outstanding
claims within 45 days of notice by registered post or
contact:
Mr. Martin de bonis
Armoodillo Fz-LLC,
In5 Media, Dubai Production City
Dubai, U.A.E
Tel No. 0568297258
Email: martin.debonis@me.com
Claims received after expiry of the notice period of 45 days
shall not be considered

the gulf time
Date: 19-01-2022

the gulf time
Date: 19-01-2022
Date of announcement: 10-01-2022
Mission number: 8227/2022

Adv No.: 5581/2022/5581

UNITEd ArAb EMIrATES
Notification of defendant by Publication
Sharjah Federal Court,
Federal Civil Court of First Instance
In Case No. SHCFICIGrI2021/0010163 / Grievance

Ras Al Khaimah Economic Zone hereby gives notice
that ALL TEL bUSINESS SOLUTIONS FZ-LLC (Services
License No 47004528), intends to change the
company name from ALL TEL BUSINESS SOLUTIONS FZLLC to 3i ALLTEL bUSINESS SOLUTIONS FZ-LLC ,
Any objection to be sent to RAK Economic Zone
within 14 days from the date of publication of this
announcement on below address. Attn: The
Manager, Licensing Department, Ph: +971 7 2041111,
P O Box 10055 Email: publication@rakez.com

the gulf time
Date:19-01-2022

MINISTry OF JUSTICE

Company Name Change under
Notice No. Sr-679399

the gulf time — Date: 19-01-2022

GOvErNMENT OF rAS AL KHAIMAH
Courts Department

Courts department – Expert Management Office
Notice for appearing before the Expert
Lawsuit No. 46/2021 real estate disputes - rAK Courts
Date: 17/1/2022

The Plaintiff /dmitry Melnichok
Defendant 1 /Synergy investment and Holdings Group Limited
Defendant 2 / david robert Stainton
On Monday 24/1/2022 at 10 AM, a meeting shall be attended via Cisco
Jaber application for meeting with the financial expert. All parties should
bring all the documents that support their position in the case No 462021 Real estate disputes.
Please provide the expert with the emails of the persons who wish to
attend the meeting with the expert on the expert’s email:
a.alkawafha@courts.rak.ae
Expert Management Office
Ras AL Khaimah Courts- Banking and Financial Expert
Anas ALkawafha
a.alkawafha@courts.rak.ae

GOvErNMENT OF dUbAI

Dubai Courts
Dubai Courts of First Instance
ANNOUNCEMENT by PUbLICATION ANd AN OrdEr FOr THE EXECUTION
Execution No. 1313/2021/211- Real estate execution
Being considered before: The Eighth Execution Department No. 229
Execution Subject: The execution of the judgment issued in Case No. 573/2021 Real Estate Partial, the Court ruled - as
in the state of being present- to repeal the Lease Agreement Ended by Owning (Ijarah Muntahiya Biltmluk), the subject
matter of the Case dated November 15, 2006, and its appendices. The Court obligates the defendants to return
possession of the property, the subject matter of the contract and hand it over to the plaintiff free of any occupants,
and to cancel the real estate registration contained in the Ownership Certificate in favor of the defendants, and the
Court has instructed the Lands and Property Department to implement it. The Court has obligated them to pay an
amount (AED 59,664) (Fifty-Nine Thousand, Six Hundred Sixty-Four Dirhams) owed by them for the period from March
2020 to October 2020 beside any new rental value at an annual rate of AED 35,000) until the date of complete
evacuation, in addition to the fees and expenses, and five hundred dirhams against professional fees. Whereas all other
requests are turned down.
Execution requester: Tamweel PSC
Address: Emirates-Dubai-Port Said-Deira-Dubai-Al Maktoum Street-Dubai Islamic Bank Building-Opposite to DnataMakani No. 3148494432
Parties required to be announced. 1- rebecca Shaunon Falcao: The Enforcee
2- Shaunon Gasper Johny Falcao: The Enforcee
Announcement subject: The above-mentioned executive lawsuit is ruled against you and obligate you to enforce the
judgment issued in lawsuit No. 573/2021 Real Estate Partial. The Court ruled - as in the state of being present- to repeal
the Lease Agreement Ended by Owning (Ijarah Muntahiya Biltmluk), the subject matter of the Case dated November
15, 2006, and its appendices, obligating the defendants to return possession of the property, the subject matter of the
contract and hand it over to the plaintiff free of any occupants, and to cancel the real estate registration contained
in the Ownership Certificate in favor of the defendants, and the Court has instructed the Lands and Property
Department to implement it. The Court has obligated them to pay an amount (AED 59,664) (Fifty-Nine Thousand, Six
Hundred Sixty-Four Dirhams) owed by them for the period from March 2020 to October 2020 beside any new rental
value at an annual rate of AED 35,000) until the date of complete evacuation.
Accordingly, failure to comply with the afore-mentioned decision within 15 days from the date of publishing this
announcement, the Court will initiate the enforcement procedures against you.
In order to view the details of the lawsuit, regulations, memoranda, and to submit the defense and requests, the
electronic and smart services of the Dubai courts should be used. To subscribe, please click on the link.

10/01/2022

UNITEd ArAb EMIrATES
Union Supreme Court

Public Notice
Notification of statement of cassation No. 1181/2021
by the attorney/ Saeed Al Suwaidi
To
bhatia Trading Company LLC
Be informed that the judgment of appeal No. 848/2021
Commercial issued on 11/10/2021 has been objected for
cassation by the Applicant/ Remy Cointreau, in the
abovementioned cassation and you have to submit your
defense memo accompanied with the power of attorney
of your lawyer and the documents that he wants to submit
before Case Management Office no later than fifteen days
from the publication date of this notice.
Laila Mohamed Al-Shkeily
Head of Case Management Office
(Signed and Stamped)

Prepared by: Iman Mohammed Al balushi

the gulf time
Date:19-01-2022

the gulf time
Date:19-01-2022

the gulf time
Date:19-01-2022

the gulf time
Date:19-01-2022

Notice date: 12/01/2022
Notice No.: 7648/2022

Notice date: 17/01/2022
Notice No.: 10348/2022

Notice Date: 18/01/2022
Notice No.: 2022/ 1324

Date: 17-06-2021 Notice No.: 17613/ 2021
Date: 16-12-2021 Notice No.: 36218/ 2021

GOvErNMENT OF dUbAI

GOvErNMENT OF dUbAI

GOvErNMENT OF dUbAI

dUbAI COUrTS OF FIrST INSTANCE

dUbAI COUrTS OF FIrST INSTANCE

COUrT OF APPEAL

Mission No.: 11073/2022

Mission No.: 15328/2022

Mission No.: 2022/ 16086

SErvING NOTICE ANd OrdEr FOr PAyMENT by PUbLICATION
In Execution No. 207/2022/234 Commercial Execution

SErvING NOTICE ANd OrdEr FOr PAyMENT by PUbLICATION
In Execution No. 207/2022/229 Commercial Execution

Notification by Publication (Appeal)
Concerning Appeal No.: 2/ 2022/ 300 — Civil Appeal

Heard before: Third Execution Circuit No. 185
Subject of Execution: Execution of the judgment issued in the case
no.3098/2021 Commercial Partial, for payment of the Execution Amount
of (AED 25828) including the fees and expenses.
Claimant: Superior Car rental L.L.C
Address: United Arab Emirates, Emirate of Dubai - Al Quoz 3 - Dubai First Al Khail Street — Warehouse Building 89
The Notiﬁed Party: 1- AbdELKAdEr MIdOUN
in his capacity as: respondent
Subject of The Notice: The above-mentioned execution case has been
ﬁled against you which obligating you to pay the execution amount of
(AED 25828) to the Claimant or to the Treasury of the court.
Therefore, the court will commence the execution procedures against
you if you are not abiding by the abovementioned order within 15 days
as of the date of publishing this notice.

Heard before: Eighth Execution Circuit No. 229
Subject of Execution: Execution of the judgment issued in the case no.
2899/2021 Commercial Partial, for payment of the Execution Amount of
(AED 8970) including the fees and expenses and the sum of AED 1000
for attorney remunerations.
Claimant: Superior Car rental L.L.C
Address: United Arab Emirates, Emirate of Dubai - Al Quoz 3 - Dubai First Al Khail Street — street 17A, Warehouse Building 89
The Notiﬁed Party: 1- JANNIK KrAMEr
In his capacity as: respondent
Subject of The Notice: The above-mentioned execution case has been
ﬁled against you which obligating you to pay the execution amount of
(AED 8970) to the Claimant or to the Treasury of the court.
Therefore, the court will commence the execution procedures against
you if you are not abiding by the abovementioned order within 15 days
as of the date of publishing this notice.

Considered before: 2nd Civil Appeal Circuit No. 82
Subject Matter of Appeal: The judgment issued for case No. 597/ 2020 Civil
Summary, as well as the legal charges and expenses and attorney's fees.
Appellant: Apex International Shipping L.L.C
Address: UAE — Emirate of Dubai - Al Garhoud — Deira — Dubai —
Mailing address: the selected domicile of Lawyer/ Hani Al Jasmi
Advocates & Legal Consultants located in the Emirate of Dubai — Deira
- Al Garhoud — Liberty Building — Mezzanine M4
Represented by: Hani rajab Mosa Abdullah Al Jasmi
Capacity: Appellee
Addressees: 1. Khuram Fiyyaz Ahmad Fiyyaz Ahmad —
Capacity: Appellee
2. Salim Sultan Transport by Heavy & Light Trucks L.L.C - Capacity: Appellee
Notiﬁcation Subject: Appeal of the judgment issued for case No. 597/
2020 Civil Summary
The Court scheduled the session of Monday, 24/01/2022 at 10:00 am in
remote litigation hall. So, you are required to attend whether personally
or through your legal representative. If you failed to attend, trial shall be
conducted in your absence.

the gulf time
Date:19-01-2022

the gulf time
Date:19-01-2022

the gulf time
Date:19-01-2022

the gulf time
Date:19-01-2022

Date: 14/01/2022
No. 9075/2022

Notification No. 2022/9735
Date of Notification: 17/01/2022

dUbAI COUrTS

Date: 11-01-2022
Service No.: 6896/2022

dUbAI COUrTS

Summon Date: 10-01-2022
Summon No. 5231/2022

GOvErNMENT OF dUbAI

GOvErNMENT OF dUbAI

Service and Order for Payment through Publication
real Estate Execution 365/2021/211

dUbAI COUrTS OF FIrST INSTANCE

dUbAI COUrTS

Service through Publication Details
To the execution respondent:
1- Hashim Mohammed Faseeh Ghani
Unknown Place of Residence
Whereas the execution applicant:
dubai Islamic bank (PJSC)
Represented by:
Ahmed Muhair Khamees Obaid bin Mes'har
We notify you that your own properties, the unites located in Dubai,
Airport City 521, Puls Residence Park- B, units Nos. 501, 502, 503, 504,
506, 507, 508 and 509, were attached in consideration of the amount
claimed in the above ﬁle. This is for information and legal validity.
Therefore, the court shall commence the execution procedures
against you in case of non compliance with the said order within
15 days from the date of publishing this service.

dUbAI COUrTS

dUbAI COUrTS

Action No. 7745/2022

Payment Order Summon by Publishing
Case No. 7300/2021/60 — order for Payment
Examined: Payment Orders and enforcement of Commercial Contracts
No. 203
Case Subject: Claim for issue of Payment Order obliging Respondent to
pay sum of AED 1,100,000 plus legal interest of 12% effective from the
date of the claim as well as charges and expenses including legal
translation, charging of payment ordering and advocacy fees.
Claimant: ruwaya buti Sultan buti Aldhaheri
Address: UAE, Abu Dhabi, Tourist Club Area, Abu Dhabi, Mazda St. Dollar
Bldg., Flat Level 2, Ofﬁce No. 203
Represented by: Nasser Hamad Sulaiman Jaber Alshamsi
Summoned: 1-Ali Abbas qavidel bahri , Designation : respondent
Subject: Request to issue payment order , Dubai Courts of First Instance
ruled on 20-11-2021 to commit the Respondent to pay to the Claimant
sum of AED 1,100,000 only , one million and hundred thousand dirhams,
plus legal interest of 5% from maturity date till completion of payment
and obliging him to settle charges and expenses in addition to ﬁve
hundred dirhams for advocacy fees.
You have the right to appeal the order within 15 days from the day
following publishing this summon.

GOvErNMENT OF dUbAI
dUbAI COUrTS

GOvErNMENT OF dUbAI
dUbAI COUrTS

Notice of a Judgment by Publication
Case No. 703/2021/38 Partial Commercial banking
To the Judgment Debtor: 1. Lancy Ivan Mohan Menezes
Address: Unknown
The Judgment Creditor: (Mashreq bank PSC)
represented by: Abu baker Salem Awad Al Menhali
We hereby notify you that the Court ruled at the hearing held on
22/12/2021 on the above-mentioned Lawsuit in favor of Mashreq
Bank PSC that the Defendant shall pay a sum of 781,897.16 AED
and a legal interest at a rate of 5% from the date of the claim
until the full payment. The Court also obliged the Defendant to
pay the cost, expenses and a sum of 1,000 dirhams for the
attorney fees.
This Judgment is appealable within the time limit which is (30) from
the day following its publication.
Delivered in the name of His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid bin Saeed Al Maktoum, Ruler of Dubai, and was read out
publicly

Public Notice (Appeal)
377 / 2021 / 1 Appeal of an order on petition, commercial
details of Public Notice
To the Appellees:
1- Govindaray viyapuri Gounder,
2- PGr Ocean Trading LLC, 3- Kan Group FZC
Their domicile is unknown.
Whereas the Appellant: Prabhakar raghavendra
Represented by: Mahdi Safar Ghuloom Abdulla
Has appealed the judgment issued in case No. 2 / 2021,
Order on petition - mortgaged properties on 8-2-2021.
A session for it is scheduled on Wednesday, corresponding
to 02-02-2022 at 05:30 PM in the Remote Litigation
Chamber. Thus, you are required to attend by yourself or by
your legal representative. In case of your absence, you will
be tried in absentia.

GOvErNMENT OF dUbAI
dUbAI COUrTS

dUbAI COUrTS OF FIrST INSTANCE
Mission No.: 2022/14304

Notification by Publication
In Case No. 1585/2021/18 — real-Estate Partial
Considered by: Second Partial real-Estate Circuit No. 92
Subject Matter: Claim to dismiss the sale agreement of unit No. 4709, located in
project called Marina 101, due to non-registration of the unit under the name
of the Claimant with the initial register of Land Department, as established by
law, and to restore things to their previous condition. Claim to charge the
Defendant with AED 1,078,519 and to charge the Defendant with legal interest
of 9% from the date of signing the agreement on 20/09/2008 until full payment,
along with charging the Defendant with the fees, expenses and attorney's fees.
Claimant: ALI MOHAMEd AWAdH
Address: UAE, Emirate of Sharjah, Al Majaz Area 1, Corniche Road, Golden
Tower building, ofﬁce No. 804, Same building of Life Pharmacy
Represented by: SAEEd ALI MOAHMFd TAHEr
Defendant: 1- SHEFFIELd HOLdING LIMITEd, capacity: defendant
Subject of Notiﬁcation: A case has been ﬁled against you and subject matter
of the case is: Claiming to dismiss the sale agreement of unit No. 4709, located
in project called Marina 101, due to established by law, and to restore things to
their previous condition. Claim to charge the Defendant with AED 1,078,519 and
charging the Defendant with legal interest of 9% from the date of signing the
agreement on 20/09/2008 until full payment, along with charging the Defendant
with the fees, expenses and attorney's fees.
A hearing was set to be held on Wednesday, 02/02/2022, 08:30 am at the
remote courtroom — Building_DESC&. Therefore, you or your legal
representative are summoned, and you must submit your memorandums or
documents to the court at least three (3) days before the hearing.
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China, Russia have found
new reasons to team up

Chairman of ThE board

Saeed Saif

The two autocratic superpowers have a general antipathy for any global
action that allows interference in internal affairs of a sovereign state
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Raskin is a great choice
for a tough job at the Fed T

James stavridis

A

t long last, President Joe Biden has settled on a candidate for one
of the biggest jobs in global finance: the vice chair for bank supervision at the Federal Reserve. The nominee — Duke University law
professor Sarah Bloom Raskin — is a good choice for what will be an
immensely challenging assignment.
First, it’s worth noting that everyone on Biden’s slate of nominations
to the Fed’s Board of Governors is widely accomplished and well qualified.
Philip Jefferson is a professor at Davidson College whose research has
spanned topics ranging from monetary policy to understanding hate
groups. Lisa Cook is a Michigan State University economist who has done
groundbreaking work on innovation and the cost of racial violence.
Raskin herself was Maryland’s state commissioner for financial regulation before joining the Fed, where from 2010 to 2014 she helped draft
rules to implement the Dodd-Frank reform legislation. She then worked
from 2014 to 2017 as deputy secretary of the Treasury, where she concentrated on issues including financial infrastructure and cybersecurity
— relevant experience in an age of cryptocurrency and state-sponsored
hacks.
An added benefit is that these candidates represent a potential victory
for diversity. Raskin would be one of only 10 women to have served on
the Fed board since its inception in 1914, Jefferson would be the fourth
Black governor, and Cook would be the first Black woman to serve in such
a role. If confirmed by the Senate, all these estimable candidates promise
to bring much-needed perspective to the world’s most powerful central
bank.
As vice chair, though, Raskin will face a particularly daunting task: rebuilding financial safeguards that deteriorated under the previous head
of supervision, Randal Quarles, whose four-year term ended in October.
Among other things, the Fed gutted the Volcker rule, intended to curb
speculation at federally backed institutions, and weakened stress tests
designed to ensure that banks maintain ample loss-absorbing equity capital. One result has been a sharp decline in the already meager level of
equity as a share of total assets at the largest US banks.
Raskin — who insisted on a tougher version of the Volcker rule during
her previous stint at the Fed — should be prepared to reverse this troubling trend. In restoring safeguards, strength and simplicity should be
guiding principles. If the Fed required much higher capital levels and
placed effective limits on the activities that it backstops, banks would be
forced to take more responsibility for their risks, and reams of regulations
— including regular stress tests — could be rendered unnecessary. The
added loss-absorbing capacity would help to insulate millions of Americans from the ups and downs of the financial sector — a benefit that
Raskin has emphasised.
Of course, progressive Democrats will be expecting the Fed to do much
more, for better and worse. Ideally, this will facilitate progress in areas
such as financial inclusion, containing risks in the crypto realm, updating
fair-lending rules, and preparing for the potential repercussions of climate
change. Raskin is already well versed on some of these issues. The danger
is that the Fed will get bogged down in partisan battles and overly prescriptive rulemaking, while failing to address the system’s broader
fragility. Navigating these challenges will require an unusual combination
of ambition and restraint. Raskin’s record suggests she’s well qualified.
The Senate should allow her to get to work without delay.
—Bloomberg

other opinion

hrough the latter
decades of the Cold
War, there was little
cooperation or alignment
between the Soviet Union
and China. The Russians
had a far more developed
global military presence, a
higher level of ambition to
impose their ideology on
others, and a much bigger
economy. China was primarily focused inwardly,
struggling (and eventually
succeeding) in lifting most
of its massive population
out of poverty and in building an economy that could
support it. By the early
1960s, the communist
powers had decisively split.
The world has moved on,
and today there is a rapidly
growing rapprochement
between Moscow and Beijing, most recently seen in
China’s firm support of the
Russian-led intervention in
Kazakhstan’s civil unrest.
How serious is this relationship, and what does it
imply for the US and its
democratic allies?
Russia and China share a
long tradition of authoritarian rule and communist
ideology. They have a general antipathy for any international action that allows
interference in the internal
affairs of a sovereign state,
especially when it involves
human-rights violations.
(Chinese President Xi Jinping has assured Russian
leader Vladimir Putin of
“China's firm opposition to
any attempt by external
forces to provoke unrest
and instigate ‘color revolutions’ in Kazakhstan.”) In
the United Nations Security
Council, they generally vote
in sync, jointly vetoing resolutions on everything
from Syria to Venezuela to
Myanmar.
Diplomatically,
China
and Russia are both interested in building new international organisations as
alternatives to the American-led, post-World War II
Bretton Woods institutions.
These include the Collective Security Treaty Organ-

This file photo shows Russian President Vladimir Putin with Chinese President Xi Jinping in Moscow

isation of six ex-Soviet
states (under which the
Kazakhstan intervention
was carried out), the
Shanghai Cooperative Organisation (the largest nongovernmental group in the
world based on population
of member states), and the
new Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership,
an Asian free-trade group.
Then there is the growing
military relationship. The
largest military exercises
conducted since the end of
the Cold War were held on
the border of Russia and
China in the fall of 2018,
dubbed Vostok-2018. They
consisted of over 300,000
Russian and Chinese troops,
nearly 40,000 vehicles, 80
warships and thousands of
planes, helicopters and
drones. Xi and Putin both
attended. The publicity
photographs of Russian and
Chinese soldiers hugging
each other after joint
exercises are striking.
Russian and Chinese
warships routinely train together not just in the north
Pacific, where you might
expect it. They have deployed together to the Eastern Mediterranean, the
North Atlantic and the
Baltic Sea, in the heart of
Europe. In space, they recently announced a joint
mission to put a manned
station on the moon.
Naturally there are areas
of disagreement and competition. The two nations
are not as aligned on climate, for example, with
China taking a more forward-leaning stance on
curbing carbon emissions.
Putin wants to tightly bind
the former Soviet republics
of Central Asia to Russia,

—DPA

Russia and China share a long tradition of
authoritarian rule and communist ideology. The world
has moved on, and today there is a rapidly growing
rapprochement between Moscow and Beijing,
most recently seen in China’s firm support of the
Russian-led intervention in Kazakhstan’s civil unrest
while China seeks to
broaden economic and security relations with many
of them. China is pushing
hard for primacy in
Afghanistan in the wake of
the US withdrawal, with
Russia less inclined to become involved given its
own bad history there.
But in a geopolitical
sense, the two nations complement each other. China
has a huge population, a lack
of vital natural resources
such as oil, a powerful and
diversified economy and
strong influence in much of
East Asia and Sub-Saharan
Africa. Russia has a stagnant
population, massive natural
resources in oil and gas, a
poorly diversified economy
and strong influence in
parts of Europe, Central Asia
and the Caucuses. Together,
they are a formidable pair.
From a US and Western
perspective, this growing
condominium is alarming,
especially if Xi and Putin increase policy coordination,
share military basing, offer
each other discretionary
economic concessions and
exchange military technology such as hypersonic missiles and cyberweapons.
Closer Sino-Russian ties
will have major impact on a
host of significant issues facing the international community, from Taiwan and
Ukraine (considered way-

ward provinces by China
and Russia, respectively) to
global human rights to nuclear proliferation by North
Korea and Iran.
In response, the US
needs to push global
democracies toward unity
of purpose in facing aligned
action by Moscow and Beijing. Key elements should
include pulling India in the
direction of the West
through trade and military
cooperation; strengthening
collaboration in cybersecurity among the technodemocracies; building new
free-trade organizations
(oh, where is the Trans-Pacific Partnership when we
need it?); and strengthening security and multinational institutions like
the North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation, the World
Bank and the International
Monetary Fund.
As the two authoritarian
superpowers draw closer
together, the West must respond collectively — starting with a unified front in
the face of Russia’s growing
threat to Ukraine.
—Bloomberg
James Stavridis is a Bloomberg Opinion columnist. He is a retired U.S. Navy
admiral and former supreme allied
commander of Nato, and dean emeritus of the Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy at Tufts University

JPMorgan, Citi pay raises
leave less for investors Samsung, Intel must take a deep breath

T

he great economic rebalancing between capital and
labour is finally here — in
banking at least.
The share prices of JPMorgan
Chase & Co, Citigroup Inc and most
other US banks tumbled after both
banks reported higher costs for
2021 and predicted more inflation
to come, most of which is being
driven by higher pay.
What is more, the jump in
staffing costs is kicking in just as the
revenue from trading stocks and
bonds is dropping from the exceptional levels of the past couple of
years while the industry struggles
to find growth in lending and interest income. For investors, this likely
means a squeeze on returns ahead
even as interest rates start to rise.
JPMorgan was first to deliver the
bad news, and the early reaction of
its stock price was the biggest earnings day fall it has encountered in
more than a decade. The bank’s
stock valuation had little room for
disappointment: It has been trading
at nearly two times forward book
value and a big premium to most rivals, so without unalloyed good
news the only way was down.
It reported robust investment
banking fees for the fourth quarter,
up 37% compared with those in the
period a year earlier, in line with
the bank’s guidance. But income
from trading was worse than expected, with quarterly bond and
currency trading revenue down
16% year over year and stock
trading revenue down 2%.
It was a similar picture at Citigroup, although the misses were
bigger compared with expectations, especially for equities trad-

ing, an area in which Citi had outperformed much of the rest of Wall
Street in the third quarter last year.
At the same time, net interest income was little changed. JPMorgan’s
rose 2.3% over the same period last
year, Citi’s was flat and interest income at Wells Fargo was down 1.1%.
Wells Fargo was the only large
bank whose stock rose, however,
which underlines the focus on costs.
Total costs at Wells were down
nearly 7% for all of 2021 compared
with those in 2020, although it still
spent more on people; personnel
costs rose 2% for the year. But that
compares with a jump in annual
costs of 7% at JPMorgan and 9% at
Citi. At both those banks, staff costs
rose faster: They were up 10% at
JPMorgan and 13% at Citi.
For both Citi and JPMorgan,
those costs are likely to continue.
JPMorgan Chief Executive Officer
Jamie Dimon warned that the
bank’s profitability would be
lower than its normal potential
over the next couple of years as it
invests heavily in technology and
people. He said different industries are now competing with
banks for talent: electronic market makers, all kinds of fund managers and financial technology
companies.
As investment banks fight it out
for the people they want, more
bankers get a higher proportion of
their pay guaranteed in advance.
With all dealmaking and trading
revenue likely to slow further from
the record numbers seen at different points in the past couple of
years, compensation ratios will
naturally rise.
—Bloomberg

If the firms are planning to go toe-to-toe with world’s ninth-largest
company, they ought to take a close look at TSMC’s balance sheet
tim Culpan

With the global chip
shortage set to
continue, and greater
demand fuelled by the
need for more powerful
servers and faster 5G
mobile phone connections,
TSMC has the wind at
its back and a huge
checkbook in hand

T

aiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co
(TSMC) spent a
record $30 billion last year
on factories that churn out
the world’s most-advanced
chips. It seems that wasn’t
enough. This year, it’s decided to up the ante by
forecasting a budget of as
much as $44 billion. Rivals
better watch out.
“Every year our capex is
spent in anticipation of the
growth that will follow,”
Chief Financial Officer Wendell Huang told investors
during an earnings call.
That’s an understatement.
After posting a 25% increase in revenue last year,
the company announced it
expects to top that figure by
climbing somewhere in the
high-20s-percent range in
2022. TSMC rarely misses
its forecasts.
Sure, the spending last
year weighed on profitability
a little (operating margin
was down 1.4 percentage
points), yet TSMC still managed to churn out $40 billion
in cash from operations. The
only two firms that might be
reasonably called competitors — Samsung Electronics
Co. and Intel Corp. — need to
keep this fact in mind if they

In addition to manufacturing chips under its own brand, Intel CEO Pat Gelsinger
wants to take on TSMC and Samsung by offering to make them for external clients

plan to go toe-to-toe with
the world’s ninth-largest
company.
If they still intend to get
into a chip war, they ought
to take a close look at the
Hsinchu giant’s balance
sheet. TSMC has $38 billion
in cash on hand, meaning it
could almost fund this
year’s spending without
taking in a dime of revenue.
Admittedly, it’s not as simple as that — the company
needs to pay staff, materials
costs, and power bills — but
such numbers show it’s not
only big, but solid, too.
From a technology perspective, Samsung is the
nearest rival. Yet a comparison is skewed by the fact
that the South Korean company also makes display
screens and puts most of its

semiconductor spending towards commodity memory
chips that TSMC doesn’t
even bother to make.
Then there’s Intel, the US
would-be challenger that’s
decided to join the foundry
fray. In addition to manufacturing chips under its own
brand, Intel Chief Executive
Officer Pat Gelsinger last
year decided he wants to
take on TSMC and Samsung
— and a handful of others
— by offering to make them
for external clients.
But Intel trails both of
them in technology prowess,
forcing the California company into the ironic position
of relying on TSMC to produce its best chips. Gelsinger
is confident that he can catch
up. Maybe he will, but
there’s no way the firm will

be able to expand capacity
and economies of scale to
the point of being financially
competitive. Put another
way, Intel will need to sacrifice margins to gain the volume needed to fill the fabs
he too wants to build.
TSMC isn’t fazed. It has already heeded the call to set
up in the US, with a plant in
Arizona currently being
built and a good chance of
new facilities being announced in Europe. It’s also
preparing to open a new
factory in Japan.
With the global chip
shortage set to continue,
and greater demand fuelled
by the need for more powerful servers and faster 5G
mobile phone connections,
TSMC has the wind at its
back and a huge checkbook
in hand.
—Bloomberg
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phone companies have rolled out 5G systems in europe and asia without flight disruptions

Airlines warn of ‘catastrophic
disruptions’ in Us 5G rollout
Airlines for America warned traveling public could see “catastrophic disruptions”
if the new C-band frequencies used within two miles of where aircraft fly
BloomBerg

A trade association representing
major US airlines asked Transportation
Secretary
Pete
Buttigieg and the nation’s top
communications and aviation
regulators to prevent wireless
carriers from implementing 5G
services close to airports.
Airlines for America warned in
a letter that the traveling and
shipping public could see “catastrophic disruptions” if the new
C-band frequencies were put into
service within two miles of where
aircraft ﬂy. The association said it
was willing to work with the government and carriers to ﬁnd a
mutually agreeable solution.
Wireless carriers including
AT&T Inc and Verizon Communications Inc reached an agreement with federal regulators
earlier this month to launch the
new service on January 19. Airlines are worried the signals
could interfere with instruments
that measure an aircraft’s altitude, after the Federal Aviation
Administration limited certain
ﬂights landing near 5G towers.
In a memo to staff seen by
Bloomberg News, JetBlue Airways Corp. Chief Executive Oﬃcer Robin Hayes said the airline
faces “the potential for signiﬁcant disruptions to ﬂights beginning Wednesday that will
further stress our already fragile
air system and disrupt the traveling public.”
Hayes said there’d been very
little transparency until recently

Unilever hasn’t made a final decision on using the firepower, said the people, who
requested anonymity as they aren’t allowed to speak publicly

Unilever to weigh raising
Glaxo consumer unit offer
BloomBerg

After the FAA raised concerns in December, the European Union Aviation Safety Agency said it hadn’t noticed any unsafe interference
within the region, but would monitor the situation

in data behind the decision to
roll out 5G near airports and that
concerns have mounted about
potential interference with aircraft equipment. The move could
set back the aviation industry’s
recovery from the pandemic, he
said. The FAA granted approvals
Sunday that will allow some jetliners to operate within zones
where new 5G wireless services
are being used, signiﬁcantly reducing the potential impact on
ﬂight schedules. The decision
permits landings during low visibility at as many as 48 of the 88
US airports with equipment for
such arrivals, the FAA said.
However, analysis is continuing and a majority of airliners, in-

JetBlue Airways Corp.
Chief Executive Officer
Robin Hayes said the
airline faces “the potential
for significant disruptions
to flights that will further
stress our already fragile
air system and disrupt the
traveling public”
cluding Boeing Co.’s 777 and 787
are still subject to limitations,
meaning some level of disruptions are likely.
Phone companies have rolled
out 5G systems in Europe and

p-8 poseidon departs raaF Base in queensland

Asia without ﬂight disruptions.
After the FAA raised concerns in
December, the European Union
Aviation Safety Agency said it
hadn’t noticed any unsafe interference within the region, but
would monitor the situation. It
asked operators to be on alert,
and suggested higher power levels may be a factor in the US.
“I am very shocked to see the
reaction of US airlines at the last
moment,” said Rohan Dhamija, a
managing partner with Analysys
Mason who works from Dubai
and New Delhi. The 3.5 GHz “Cband” “was allocated after a lot
of testing, and after adequately
ensuring there’s no interference
with anything else.”

Unilever Plc has held talks
with banks about additional ﬁnancing for a potential sweetened offer for GlaxoSmithKline
Plc’s consumer products division, according to people familiar with the matter.
Some ﬁnancial ﬁrms have
discussed lending enough for
a bid higher than 50 billion
pounds ($68 billion) — the
latest of three offers Glaxo has
rejected for a bundle of brands
including Advil painkiller and
Sensodyne toothpaste.
Unilever hasn’t made a ﬁnal
decision on using the ﬁrepower, said the people, who
requested anonymity as they
aren’t allowed to speak publicly. The owner of Ben &
Jerry’s ice cream and Dove
soap could eventually sell
some non-core assets from the
Glaxo portfolio to buyers including private equity ﬁrms,
which could help fund an acquisition, the people said.
Glaxo over the weekend said
it had rejected Unilever’s offers as too low after the UK
consumer-products company
conﬁrmed its approach. The
drugmaker said it’s sticking
with plans to spin off the portfolio of brands.
Representatives
for
Unilever and Glaxo declined to

Glaxo’s board is open to
proposals but the latest
bid late last year was not
within a range the
company would consider,
the people said. The
pharma giant talked up
growth prospects for
the unit
comment.
Growth ProsPects
Glaxo’s board is open to proposals but the latest bid late
last year was not within a
range the company would
consider, the people said. The
pharma giant talked up
growth prospects for the unit,
formed through a combination
of its consumer labels with
those of Pﬁzer Inc., which retains a minority stake.
A takeover would be one of
the largest globally in the past
twelve months, and would
come at a time when merger
and acquisition activity is at an
all-time high. It would also be
Unilever’s biggest-ever deal,
advancing Chief Executive Ofﬁcer Alan Jope’s ambition to
execute bigger and bolder acquisitions to reshape the company’s roster of labels.

Target CEO sees fewer store trips
as shoppers confront inflation
Shoppers are likely to eat more at home and seek cheaper
generic-brand goods in an effort to ease blow from rising prices
BloomBerg

A Royal Australian Air Force P-8 Poseidon aircraft departs RAAF Base Amberley, Queensland to assist the Tonga Government
after the eruption of the Hunga-Tonga-Hunga-Ha'apai volcano
—DPA

Indonesia set to get another unicorn
BloomBerg

PT Social Bella Indonesia, a
beauty-products startup backed
by Temasek Holdings Pte, is in
talks with investors to raise
$150 million to $200 million for
a growth push, according to
people familiar with the matter.
The Jakarta-based company
is negotiating for a funding
round that would propel its valuation past $1 billion, said the
people who asked not to be
named as the matter is private.

Social Bella operates online
cosmetics and personal-care
retailer Sociolla as well as
40 offline stores in
Indonesia and Vietnam,
according to its website
A valuation of about $1.2 billion
to $1.4 billion is being discussed, one of the people said.
Social Bella operates online
cosmetics and personal-care re-

tailer Sociolla as well as 40 offline stores in Indonesia and
Vietnam, according to its website. The company raised $58
million in a Series E funding
round from investors including
Temasek, Jungle Ventures and
Pavilion Capital in 2020. It secured a further $57 million from
L Catterton and other backers
last year.
The company is among a slew
of e-commerce startups raising
funds to expand in the booming
Southeast Asian market.

Target Corp’s top executive said
US consumers will drive less
and consolidate their shopping
into fewer trips as they adjust
to pricier gasoline and the highest inflation rate in almost four
decades.
Shoppers are also likely to eat
more at home and seek cheaper
generic-brand goods in an effort to ease the blow from rising
prices, Chief Executive Officer
Brian Cornell said at a National
Retail Federation event in New
York. Consumer prices jumped
7% last year, the fastest 12month pace since mid-1982, according to Labor Department
data released last week.
“Some of the historical ways
consumers react to inflation
will play out again in 2022,”
Cornell said. “You’ll drive fewer
miles, you’ll consolidate the
number of times and locations
where you shop. You’ll probably
spend a little more eating at
home versus your favorite
restaurant, and you might make
some trade-offs between a national brand and an own brand.”
Target and other retailers,
which are coming off two years
of soaring demand amid the
coronavirus pandemic and government stimulus programs,
are watching for shifts in con-

US retail gasoline prices fell in December but have edged up this month, according to
auto club AAA. Prices hit seven-year highs in November

Target and other retailers,
which are coming off two
years of soaring demand
amid the coronavirus
pandemic and
government stimulus
programs, are watching
for shifts in consumer
behavior because of
surging inflation
sumer behavior because of
surging inflation. Cornell didn’t
specify how he expects actual
spending levels to change, saying, “We’re going to learn a lot
about how the consumer reacts

in the next 60, 90, 120 days to
rising prices.”
The Labor Department’s
food-at-home index rose 6.5%
over the last 12 months, compared with an annual increase
of 1.5% during the last 10 years.
For food away from home, the
index for limited service meals
jumped 8% while that of fullservice meals advanced 6.6%.
US retail gasoline prices fell
in December but have edged up
this month, according to auto
club AAA. Prices hit seven-year
highs in November.
During the year-end holiday
season in 2021, Cornell said
“consumers came out to shop,”
without providing details on
Target’s sales.

Hong Kong arrests ex-Cathay crew at center of Covid outbreak
Charged under Prevention and Control of Disease Regulation, they and are due to appear in court February 9
BloomBerg

Two former Cathay Pacific Airways Ltd flight attendants
were arrested for violating
pandemic rules, Hong Kong
police said, after they were
identified as the source of the
city’s Omicron outbreak.
The pair were charged under
Hong Kong’s Prevention and
Control of Disease Regulation
and are due to appear in court
February 9. Until then, they’ve
been released on bail.
Omicron’s emergence in the
city, which had avoided a local
outbreak of the delta strain, led
to an intensification of its zerotolerance approach to the virus,
with travelers from certain countries sent to isolation camps and
close contacts of those exposed

automatically quarantined. The
government has been quick to
lay blame at the feet of Cathay,
which has struggled under the
territory’s shifting quarantine
regulations and strict border restrictions, amid a plunge in passenger and cargo traffic.
Chairman Patrick Healy said
last week the carrier would cooperate with investigations
into whether crew failed to
comply with self-isolation rules
and the airline’s practice of rostering crew onto cargo-only
passenger aircraft, which allowed them to avoid longer
quarantine periods.
The two individuals are no
longer employed by the airline,
a spokesperson for Cathay said,
adding that the carrier “is
acutely aware of the critical im-

Cathay Chairman Patrick Healy said the carrier would
cooperate with investigations into whether crew failed to
comply with self-isolation rules and the airline’s practice of
rostering crew onto cargo-only passenger aircraft, which
allowed them to avoid longer quarantine periods

Hong Kong has prosecuted a handful of people under the same regulation breaches
leveled at the ex-Cathay crew

portance of complying with
anti-pandemic measures both
in Hong Kong and overseas.”
The two attendants arrived
in Hong Kong from the US in

late December and undertook
banned activities while under
medical surveillance, police
said late Monday. They subsequently tested positive for Omi-

cron. If convicted, the pair face
a fine of HK$5,000 ($642) and
six months in jail.
Hong Kong has prosecuted a
handful of people under the
same regulation breaches leveled at the ex-Cathay crew, including a person ignoring
instructions to isolate at a quarantine center, and running
away from a hospital after
being confirmed with Covid-19.
Hong Kong’s adherence to
the so-called Covid-Zero strat-

egy of trying to wipe out all
virus cases has left it increasingly isolated, as other parts of
the world start to live alongside
Covid and shun harsh curbs
like mandatory quarantines
and lockdowns. The government is focused on reopening
the border with mainland
China, the last significant
Covid-Zero holdout after countries like Singapore and Australia pivoted to viewing the
virus as endemic.
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Putin aide: Tensions with
Ukraine, Nato disturbing
its forces to positions they
held in 1997.
The bloc keeps saying
“we’re not going to say that
we will not deploy any offensive weapons on Ukraine’s
territory,” but that isn’t sufficient, Peskov said on “Fareed
Zakaria GPS,” according to a
transcript of an interview
scheduled for broadcast Sunday. The Biden administration
said Friday that Russian actors are preparing potential
sabotage operations against
their own forces and fabricating provocations in social
media to justify an invasion
into Ukraine if diplomacy fails.
Putin’s government has
prepositioned operatives
trained in urban warfare and
using explosives, possibly to
carry out acts of sabotage
against Russia’s proxy forces
in or near Ukraine, administration officials said Friday.
The US has information indicating that Russia is “working actively to create a
pretext for a potential invasion,” Pentagon spokesman
John Kirby told reporters.
White House Press Secretary
Jen Psaki said a Russian invasion, if it happens, “could
begin between mid-January
and mid-February.”

BloomBerg

This week’s inconclusive
diplomacy by the US and Europe to head off a possible
Russian military move against
Ukraine was a “disturbing”
outcome, Kremlin spokesman
Dmitry Peskov told CNN.
While saying “we’re not
speaking about military action” in the sense of setting
an ultimatum, Peskov reiterated Russia’s call for Nato to
guarantee it will never admit
Ukraine — something the alliance rejects— because otherwise “legally it will be
possible” for Ukraine to join.
“There are some understandings between us,”
Peskov said. “But in general,
in principle, we can now say
that we are staying on different tracks, on totally different
tracks, and this is not good,
and this is disturbing.”
After a series of talks this
week, Russian President
Vladimir Putin is keeping the
US and its European allies
guessing over his intentions
in massing some 100,000
troops near the Ukrainian
border. Russia says it wants
Nato to bar Ukraine and
other ex-Soviet states from
membership and to roll back

This file photo shows Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov, attends the annual
End-of-year press conference of Russian President Vladimir Putin
—DPA

Russia denies any current plan to invade ukraine

West must avoid Russian ‘trap’
in talks, says estonian premier
While US and EU reject giving Moscow a veto over Nato membership, US diplomats
say they are willing to discuss many bilateral issues including military exercises
BloomBerg

Estonia’s prime minister issued
a warning that the European
Union and the US must avoid
falling into a Russian “trap” in
negotiations with the Kremlin,
whose aim is to weaken security in the EU.
Russia’s negotiating tactics
amount to “blackmail,” said
Kaja Kallas, the Estonian premier, using some of the most
hawkish language of an EU
member state leader. A former
Soviet republic, Estonia lies on
the EU’s eastern frontier bordering Russia.
“We must not fall for the trap
they have set, which is designed
to fatally undermine European
security as we know it and to
coax us into making concessions,” Kallas said in a statement after a phone call with her
Polish counterpart, Mateusz
Morawiecki, on Monday. “It is,
in a word, blackmail.”
Russian and American officials met last week to discuss a
military buildup near Ukraine’s
border and demands made by
President Vladimir Putin that
Nato rule out future membership for Ukraine and withdraw
forces to positions it held in
1997.
While the US and EU reject
giving Russia a veto over Nato
membership, US diplomats say
they are willing to discuss bilateral issues including the size
and scope of future military exercises and the placement of intermediate-range
missile
systems in Europe. The US

Wendy R. Sherman, US Deputy Secretary of State, attends the Nato-Russia Council meeting
at the Nato headquarters in Brussels
—DPA

“We must not fall for the trap they have set, which is
designed to fatally undermine European security as we
know it and to coax us into making concessions,” Kaja
Kallas said in a statement after a phone call with her
Polish counterpart, Mateusz Morawiecki, on Monday.
“It is, in a word, blackmail”
withdrew from a treaty regulating such weapons in 2019.
Russia to move foRces to
BelaRus foR militaRy
dRills next month
Meanwhile, Russia said it will
move forces to Belarus for military drills next month, amid
deepening confrontation with
the US and Europe over
Ukraine.

The joint exercises, called “Allied Determination-2022,” will
take place Feb. 10-20, with
Russian troops in place in Belarus by February 9, Deputy Defense Minister Alexander Fomin
said at a briefing Tuesday for
military attaches in Moscow.
They’ll practice search-and-destroy measures against “illegal
formations” and defense of the
state border against “armed

groups of militants,” he said.
Russia and Belarus have
formed a so-called Union State
to coordinate economic and defense policies. Belarus President Alexander Lukashenko
said the joint drills would practice confrontation with the
Baltic countries, Poland and
Ukraine.
Fomin didn’t say how many
Russian forces were being dispatched to join the drills in Belarus, which borders Ukraine.
The announcement comes as
the US and its European allies
seek to deter Russian President
Vladimir Putin from a possible
invasion of Ukraine, with American intelligence showing Russia has massed some 100,000
troops close to the border.
Russia plans to send 12 advanced Su-35 fighters and two
divisions of S-400 anti-aircraft
systems to test its air-defenses
as part of its defensive union
with Belarus, the Tass news
service reported, citing Fomin.
Russia denies any current
plan to invade Ukraine. At the
same time, Putin is demanding
binding security guarantees
from the US and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization that
would ban Ukraine and other
ex-Soviet states from joining
the alliance, as well as oblige
Nato to withdraw forces to positions they held in 1997.
Russia says it’s waiting for
written responses from the
West to its security proposals,
after holding a series of inconclusive meetings with US and
European officials last week.

N Korea says it tested tactical guided missiles Support for Australia PM’s

The new tests marked the pariah nation’s fourth volley since January 5
BloomBerg

North Korea said it tested two
tactical guided missiles, as it
ratchets up pressure on the
Biden administration with its
biggest string of missile
launches since August 2019.
“The test-fire was aimed to
selectively evaluate tactical
guided missiles being produced
and deployed and to verify the
accuracy of the weapon system,”
the state’s official Korean Central News Agency said Tuesday
of the launch that took place
about a day earlier.
North Korea fired the missiles four minutes apart Monday from an airfield in
Pyongyang that flew for about
380 kilometers (236 miles) and
reached an altitude of 42 km,
South Korea’s military said. The
missiles “precisely hit an island
target in the East Sea of Korea,”
according to KCNA, while South
Korea said the projectiles

North Korea has previously
fired on two separate days
a new hypersonic missile
system designed to use
high speeds and
maneuverability to evade
US-operated interceptors.
North Korea also launched
a pair of short-range
ballistic missiles on Friday
from a train carriage
North Korean Leader Kim Jong-un (C) speaking during a meeting of the Central
Committee of the ruling Workers' Party held from 27-31 December 2021
—DPA

splashed down in waters off
North Korea’s east coast.
The tests marked North
Korea’s fourth volley since January 5. It has previously fired
on two separate days a new hypersonic missile system designed to use high speeds and
maneuverability to evade USoperated interceptors. North
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Dubai courts of first instance
task no.: 14282/2022

service of notice by Publication
on Lawsuit no.: 18/2021/1631 - Partial real estate
Considered at: 2nd Partial real estate circuit no. 92
Lawsuit subject: a claim for terminating the Lease-to-Own
Agreement, as well as its amendments and addenda and
obligating the Defendant to hand over the property subject
of the lease, free from occupancies, return possession to the
Plaintiff, cancel the real estate registration entry at the Land
Department's records and the Interim Real Estate Register,
pay AED 1,174,048.15 in compensation for the Plaintiffs
damage and lost proﬁt at 12% from the legal claim until
pay-up and to pay AED 380,790.04 as the outstanding
ﬁnance installments until 29/08/2021, any installments falling
due after this date and/or equal rent payments until the
recovery of possession, 12% damages from the legal claim
date until pay-up as well as court fees, legal costs and
attorney's fees
Plaintiff: amlak finance (PJsc)
Address: 1st Level, Emaar Properties Building No. 3, Sheikh
Zayed Road., beside Khalifa Tower, Emaar Business Park, Bur
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essam abdul-amir Hammadi al-fadhili al-tamimi
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in his capacity as Defendant
notice subject: The plaintiff has ﬁled the lawsuit against you.
Its subject is a claim For terminating the Lease-to-Own
Agreement as well as its amendments and addenda and
obligating the Defendant to hand over the property subject
of the lease, free from occupancies, return possession to the
Plaintiff, cancel the real estate registration entry at the Land
Department's records and the interim Real Estate Register,
pay AED 1,174,048.15 in compensation for the Plaintiffs
damage and lost proﬁt at 12% from the legal claim until
pay-up and to pay AED 380,790.04 as the outstanding
ﬁnance installments until 29/08/2021, any installments falling
due after this date and/or equal rent payments until the
recovery of possession, 12% damages from the legal claim
date until pay-up as well as court fees, legal costs and
attorney's fees.
This claim was scheduled for the hearing to be held on
Wednesday, 02/02/2022, at 08:30 am in a remote litigation
session (BUILDING_DESC&). Therefore, you are obligated to
appear either personally or by a legal representative and
to submit the memorandums or documents you have to the
court at least three days before the session.

Korea also launched a pair of
short-range ballistic missiles
on Friday from a train carriage.
Hours before the Friday
launch, North Korea warned it
would take a “stronger and certain reaction” after the US sanctioned individuals associated
with Pyongyang’s weapons program, saying tests this month of

North Macedonia,
Bulgaria seek way
to resolve dispute
BloomBerg

Bulgaria’s new premier
and his freshly swornin counterpart in North
Macedonia made a
joint push to resolve a
regional dispute that
would open a path for
the former Yugoslav
republic to begin accession talks with the
European Union.
Bulgarian
Prime
Minister Kiril Petkov
traveled to North Macedonia’s capital, Skopje,
on Tuesday for talks
with that country’s
newly elected premier,
Dimitar Kovacevski.
The two pledged to
come to an agreement
over a lingering dispute
over North Macedonia’s
name— and set up a direct flight between
their two capitals
within the next two
months.
“We’re opening a
new window for cooperation, which we believe will end with a
new friendly act as a
good neighbor — support for our European

Bulgarian Prime
Minister Kiril Petkov
traveled to North
Macedonia’s capital,
Skopje, on Tuesday
for talks with that
country’s newly
elected premier,
Dimitar Kovacevski
integration,”
Kovacevski, whose government was approved
by parliament this
week, told reporters at
a joint press briefing
on Tuesday.
“From now on,
progress will be measured with concrete results,” Petkov said.
The stakes are high
for North Macedonia, a
landlocked republic of
2 million that changed
its name to break a
deadlock with Greece
and join the North Atlantic Treaty Organization in 2020. Greece
had accused the nation
of territorial claims
over its own region of
Macedonia.

its hypersonic missile system
were part of its “legitimate right”
to enhance its self-defense.
North Korea last conducted a
large series of tests in mid
2019 when it was rolling out
new solid-fuel, short-range ballistic missiles designed to modernize its arsenal and deliver
nuclear warheads to US military bases in all of South Korea.

coalition falls ahead of polls
BloomBerg

Australia’s Liberal National
Coalition government has seen
its approvals fall to the lowest
point since April last year in a
new opinion poll, in the latest
sign of eroding support for
Prime Minister Scott Morrison’s handling of the Omicron
surge during an election year.
The primary vote for the center-right Liberal and National
parties dropped to 34% in a
poll carried out by Resolve
Strategic and published in Australia’s newspapers on Tuesday.
It is the government’s worst result in the poll since it began in
April and the first time the
coalition has trailed the opposition Labor Party, whose support stood at 35% in the survey.
Morrison is required by law
to call an election before May
21 at the latest. The survey results come after a rapid rise in
Covid-19 cases across Australia

The primary vote for the
center-right Liberal and
National parties dropped to
34% in a poll carried out by
Resolve Strategic and
published in Australia’s
newspapers on Tuesday
in recent weeks, sparked by the
highly-contagious Omicron
variant, leading to shortages of
testing equipment and supply
chain issues.
Compared to the last Resolve
poll taken in November, approval of the Morrison government’s handling of the
Covid-19 pandemic has fallen
in January, from 36% to 32%.
The government is also less
trusted now on economic management, border restrictions
and jobs and wages. The poll
has a maximum margin of
error of 2.5%.

Boris Johnson’s ex-aide accuses
him of lying to parliament
The charge is sensitive as many Tory MPs have said they
are waiting for the result of a government probe into party
BloomBerg

Boris Johnson’s former top
aide Dominic Cummings accused the prime minister of
lying to Parliament, saying he
would “swear under oath” that
the premier was aware of and
allowed a drinks party at
Downing Street at the height of
lockdown in the first wave of
the Covid-19 pandemic.
By saying Johnson misled
lawmakers, Cummings is again
upping the ante after a post
earlier this month about a
party in May 2020 left the
prime minister fighting to save
his career and apologizing to
the House of Commons.
The charge is especially sensitive because many Tory MPs
have said they are waiting for
the result of a government
probe into the party efore deciding whether Johnson has
misled them and whether they
still back his leadership.
In his statement last week,
Johnson said he thought he was
attending a “work” gathering
and that he only stayed for 25
minutes. His office has also re-

Dominic Cummings is upping the ante after a post about a party in May 2020 left Boris
Johnson fighting to save his career and apologizing to the House of Commons

After several newspapers reported over the weekend that Boris
Johnson had been urged not to let party go ahead, his spokesman
Max Blain reiterated it was “not accurate” to suggest he knew
about the May 20 event. “It’s untrue to say that the prime
minister was told or warned ahead of that,” he said
peatedly said the prime minister was not aware of the event
beforehand, and did not receive the widely reported
“bring your own booze” email
invitation from his principal
private secretary Martin
Reynolds.

After several newspapers reported over the weekend that
Johnson had been urged not to
let party go ahead, his
spokesman Max Blain reiterated it was “not accurate” to
suggest he knew about the May
20 event.
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Credit Suisse ousts
its chairman after
quarantine probe
BloomBerg

Credit Suisse Group AG’s Chairman Antonio Horta-Osorio resigned after just nine months in
the role, following a series of
missteps including reported
breaches of Swiss and UK quarantine rules that eroded
confidence in his leadership.
His departure follows an investigation commissioned by
the board, Zurich-based Credit
Suisse said in a statement. The
bank named board member
Axel P. Lehmann as Horta-Osorio’s replacement, effective
immediately.
The sudden exit follows a
disastrous year at Credit Suisse,
in which the twin scandals of
Greensill Capital and Archegos
Capital Management cost the
bank more than $5 billion and
slashed the stock by a fifth. The
former Lloyds Banking Group
Plc chief executive officer had
joined the bank with a mandate
to repair the damage and revamp the risk-taking culture at
the Swiss lender.
Details of Horta-Osorio’s
quarantine breaches first
emerged little more than a
month ago, revealing that he
had returned to Switzerland
from the UK on November 28
and left for the Iberian peninsula before a mandated 10day period of quarantine was
over.
The bank at the time said it
“regretfully acknowledged”
that Horta-Osorio breached
quarantine rules by leaving
Switzerland before his period
of isolation was over.
An apparent earlier quarantine break, in July 2021,
emerged in the course of an in-

EuropE’s financial landscape is shifting following the uK’s departure from the European union

Brexit gives $228bn boost to
balance sheets of irish banks
Banks in Ireland regulated by the ECB’s Single Supervisory Mechanism saw
their balance sheets increase $342bn in December 2015 to $569.42bn in July
BloomBerg

The sudden exit of chairman
Antonio Horta-Osorio follows
a disastrous year at Credit
Suisse, in which the twin
scandals of Greensill Capital
and Archegos Capital
Management cost the bank
more than $5 billion and
slashed the stock by a fifth
ternal investigation into the
Swiss breach. The executive
had visited the Wimbledon tennis finals in London during that
month, in contravention of UK
Covid regulations at the time,
Reuters reported.
“I regret that a number of my
personal actions have led to difficulties for the bank and compromised my ability to
represent the bank internally
and externally,” Horta-Osorio
said in the statement.
Horta-Osorio was widely
seen as providing a firm,
steadying hand at Credit Suisse after his tenure at Lloyds
saved the UK bank from the
brink of bankruptcy. But his
departure may destabilise
Credit Suisse further after he
was brought in to work on the
bank’s culture.

The balance sheets of Ireland’s
biggest banks have risen by two
thirds since the Brexit vote, the
latest data to demonstrate how
Europe’s ﬁnancial landscape
is shifting following the UK’s
departure from the European
Union.
Banks in Ireland regulated by
the ECB’s Single Supervisory
Mechanism (SSM) saw their
balance sheets increase from
300 billion euros ($342 billion)
in December 2015 to 500 billion euros ($569.42 billion) in
July, trade group Banking & Payments Federation Ireland and
its aﬃliate the Federation of International Banks in Ireland
said in a report on Tuesday.
Since the Brexit vote in June
2016, Citigroup Inc., Barclays
Plc and Bank of America Corp
have all set up or expanded
units in Ireland that fall under
the ECB’s supervision. The main
Irish retail banks were already
under the ECB’s remit.
“While Ireland’s international
ﬁnancial services sector has
steadily grown over the decades,
the UK’s exit from the EU has accelerated this trend,” Fiona Gallagher, Chief Executive Oﬃcer of
Wells Fargo & Co.’s Irish-based
unit, said in a statement. “This
has seen an inﬂux of new staff,
assets, risk management capabilities and investment services
activities in Ireland.”

Goldman, BofA bankers stranded
by Hong Kong’s Covid flight ban
Those stuck in the city include division heads in investment
banking, wealth and asset management and other functions
BloomBerg

Executives at banking giants including Goldman Sachs Group
Inc. and Bank of America Corp.
are struggling to return to Hong
Kong after the city banned
flights from eight countries,
part of an outlier Covid Zero
strategy that’s threatening its
appeal as financial hub.
At least a dozen Hong Kongbased managing directors at
banks, also including Morgan
Stanley and UBS Group AG, are
stranded in countries from the
US to Australia.
Those stuck include division
heads in investment banking,
wealth and asset management
and other functions.
The flight restrictions are
adding to an already fraught climate in the once easy-to-navigate financial center, which has
long served as a gateway to
dealmaking in mainland China
and where most global banks
have their Asian headquarters.
Even before the latest ban, many
incoming travellers had to endure one of the world’s longest
quarantines — of 21 days. City
officials are now tightening up
further to prevent the Omicron
variant from spreading as they
hew to China’s Covid Zero strategy. Rival hubs such as Singa-

At least a dozen Hong Kong-based managing directors at banks, also including Morgan
Stanley and UBS Group, are stranded in countries from the US to Australia

Banks are now seeking
workarounds to bring staff
back, and have re-routed
employees to “medium” or
“low risk” countries so
they can eventually book
flights back
pore are largely seeking to live
with the virus.
Hong Kong this month
banned flights from the US and
UK for two weeks as it rushed to
prevent Omicron from spreading in a city where the elderly
particularly have been slow in

getting vaccinated. The ban also
applies to flights from Australia,
Canada, France, India, Pakistan
and the Philippines.
Banks are now seeking
workarounds to bring staff back,
and have re-routed employees to
“medium” or “low risk” countries so they can eventually book
flights back. Singapore, which is
in the same time-zone as Hong
Kong, has so far been the most
desirable stopover, the people
said. Some travellers face 7- to
10-day quarantines, while others can avoid it entirely depending on where they are coming
from and that they test negative
upon arrival in Singapore.

The ECB’s Single
Supervisory Mechanism —
supervised banks now
employ about 27,000
people in Ireland and the
financial services sector
overall accounts for almost
a fifth of Ireland’s overall
corporation tax revenue
ment spending soared to cover
coronavirus-related welfare
payments.
Since the Brexit vote in June 2016, Citigroup Inc, Barclays Plc and Bank of America
Corp have all set up or expanded units in Ireland that fall under the ECB’s supervision

n Thousands of jobs and hundreds of billions of dollars of
assets moved from the City of London since the UK
voted to leave the European Union
n While London remains Europe’s preeminent financial
center, the shifts have given momentum to cities from
Paris to Frankfurt to Dublin
Thousands of jobs and hundreds of billions of dollars of
assets moved from the City of
London since the UK voted to
leave the bloc. While London
remains Europe’s preeminent
ﬁnancial center, the shifts have
given momentum to cities
from Paris to Frankfurt to
Dublin.

Citigroup plans
to exit Mexico
retail banking
BloomBerg

Citigroup Inc is planning to
exit retail-banking operations in Mexico — where it
has its largest branch network in the world — as
part of CEO Jane Fraser’s
continued push to overhaul
the firm’s strategy.
The lender will keep its
institutional businesses in
the country, according to a
filing. The exit could ultimately take the form of a
sale or a public-market alternative, and will be subject to regulatory approval,
Citigroup said.
“Mexico is a priority market for Citi — that will not
change,” Fraser said. “The
decision to exit the consumer, small-business and
middle-market
banking
businesses in Mexico is fully
aligned with the principles
of our strategy refresh.”
The move comes after
Fraser last year announced
she would exit 13 markets
across Asia and Europe as
part of her push to simplify
Citigroup and focus on
more-lucrative businesses.
The units included in the
intended exit in Mexico have
about $44 billion in assets
and take up about $4 billion
in average allocated tangible
common equity.

The SSM-supervised banks
now employ about 27,000 people in Ireland and the ﬁnancial
services sector overall accounts
for almost a ﬁfth of Ireland’s
overall corporation tax revenue,
BPFI said. Those taxes have
been key to underpinning the
nation’s economy throughout
the pandemic, when govern-

JPMorgan’s Paris
traders are only Part
of threat to london
Before Britain quit the EU, JPMorgan’s Paris HQ was a relative backwater with about 250
staff. Thanks to the shift of EU
banking out of London it expects to have 800 by the end of
next year. Most remarkable, according to workers there, is that
the Wall Street giant has pretty
much added a whole new
business line to its French HQ:
Trading and sales.
It’s a symbol of how Paris
has become the EU’s No.1 ﬁnancial trading hub. Goldman
Sachs Group Inc has more than
tripled its local headcount
since the Brexit vote, while
Bank of America Corp has
gone from 83 staff in 2017 to
about 500 now.

Bank of Canada to begin
hiking rates next week
BloomBerg

Canadian banks are bringing
forward their forecasts for interest rate hikes to as early as
next week, amid growing evidence the economy is hitting
limits and inflation pressures
are rising.
Economists at TD Securities
and Laurentian Bank said the
Bank of Canada will start a hiking cycle at its policy decision
on January 26. Bank of Montreal brought forward its call on
the first increase to March from
April, while Bank of Nova Scotia
said the central bank “cannot
afford” to wait any longer.
The more hawkish calls follow the release of the Bank of
Canada’s quarterly survey of
business executives, which
painted a picture of an economy
running increasingly hot, with
widespread labour shortages,
record inflation expectations,
and strong demand.
“The context is appropriate
for a liftoff next week,” said
Dominique Lapointe, an economist with Laurentian Bank
Securities, by email
Markets are also pricing in a
January hike, with overnight
swaps pointing to a greater
than 70% chance that the central bank will move next week.
The Bank of Canada has kept
its overnight rate at the emergency level of 0.25% since
March 2020.
For some analysts, the sur-

n Bank of Montreal
brought forward its
call on the first
increase to March
from April, while Bank
of Nova Scotia said
the central bank
“cannot afford” to
wait any longer
n The Bank of Canada
has kept its overnight
rate at the emergency
level of 0.25% since
March 2020
vey data confirmed that risks
require the central bank to
move sooner than later.
“The Bank of Canada cannot
afford to wait any longer to
tighten monetary policy,”
Derek Holt, an economist with
Scotiabank, wrote in a report
to investors.
In a Bloomberg News survey
of economists earlier this
month, only four of 20 analysts predicted a rate increase
before April.

Green push ending 150-year tradition of bank passbooks in Japan
Mitsubishi UFJ will require new clients to pay $4.83 a year for a passbook, encouraging them to embrace digital services
BloomBerg

Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group
Inc will start charging new customers for a bank passbook,
joining other Japanese lenders
that are pushing clients to kick
the 150-year-old habit for the
sake of the environment.
The country’s largest bank
will require new clients to pay
550 yen ($4.83) a year for a
passbook, encouraging them to
embrace digital services, people familiar with the matter
said. The measure will take effect from April 1, and is also
aimed at cutting expenses. A
bank spokesman said the firm
is considering a passbook fee
for new customers, although
no final decision has been
made.
The Japanese industry’s
paper-driven way of doing

business is shifting as the
global movement to fight climate change puts pressure on
lenders to conserve resources.
The banks are also trying to
modernise services and appeal
to a younger, digital-savvy generation as the country’s rockbottom interest rates continue
to weigh on profits.
While passbooks are being
phased out around the world,
they are still commonly used in
Japan, along with banknotes
and personal seals to sign documents. Even automated teller
machines have slots for the
passbooks.
Japanese depositors have enjoyed free books for 150 years,
allowing them to have their account activity and balances updated — by hand many years
ago, and more recently using
printers.

n Banks in Japan are trying to modernise services and
appeal to a younger, digital-savvy generation as the
country’s rock-bottom interest rates continue to
weigh on profits
n Japanese depositors have enjoyed free books for 150
years, allowing them to have their account activity
and balances updated — by hand many years ago,
and more recently using printers

The Japanese industry’s paper-driven way of doing business is shifting as the global
movement to fight climate change puts pressure on lenders to conserve resources

Banks not only have to cover
production costs to print the
books, they also pay taxes of
200 yen a year for each account
with a passbook, a burden for

firms managing tens of millions
of accounts.
Sumitomo Mitsui Financial
Group Inc., Japan’s secondlargest lender, began charging

for passbooks last April, following the lead of Mizuho Financial Group Inc. Some regional
banks including Bank of Yokohama Ltd. have taken similar
steps.
The measures appear to be
working. Sumitomo Mitsui’s
flagship banking subsidiary
said nine out of 10 new clients
are passing on the passbooks.

Four in 10 had opted for a book
before the company introduced
fees.
At Mizuho’s banking arm,
about 75% of those who open
accounts say they don’t want a
passbook, said Toru Arakawa, a
deputy general manager in the
personal business department.
That exceeds the lender’s
internal forecast for 70%.
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Stocks, futures fall as
Treasury yields surge
BloomBerg

Most stocks fall on Tuesday
amid a jump in global bond
yields as investors girded for
the removal of central bank
support to quell high inflation.
Europe’s Stoxx 600 Index declined, with energy the only
sector to advance. US equity futures slipped before the market
reopens later from a holiday.
Asian shares struggled.
Treasuries dropped across
the curve, pushing two-year
and 10-year yields up to levels
last seen before the pandemic
roiled markets. Even German
debt — famed for ultra-low
rates — suffered from the
prospect of tighter policy, with
benchmark yields on the verge
of a positive reading for the
first time since early 2019.
Pressure is growing for central banks to act more quickly to
contain price pressures, which
are being stoked in part by the
rally in oil that’s taken Brent
crude to the highest in seven
years. Easing concerns about the
impact of the Omicron virus
strain on demand, together with
shrinking oil inventories are
contributing to forecasts of $100
per barrel crude later this year.
Technology shares led the
retreat in Europe as Nasdaq futures signaled more pain for
the battered sector. Higher interest rates mean a bigger discount for the present value of
future profits, hurting growth
stocks with the highest valuations, such as technology, and

Pressure is growing for
central banks to act more
quickly to contain price
pressures, which are
being stoked in part by
the rally in oil that’s taken
Brent crude to the
highest in seven years

The hang Seng Tech index has seen a volatile start to 2022 after plunging by a third last year

Jefferies joins growing list of
China equity bulls on valuations
The US brokerage is forecasting as much as 23 percent return for the MSCI
China index this year with an 83 percent probability of a positive return
BloomBerg

boosting cheap or so-called
value shares.
Market participants are now
waiting for the earnings season
to gauge whether companies
can continue delivering robust
profits despite higher costs and
challenges from omicron. JPMorgan Chase & Co. strategists
contend that global corporate
earnings will deliver significant
beats this year.
“With rates biased higher
over coming months, investors
should be prepared for parts of
the tech sector to again be challenged,” Seema Shah, chief
strategist at Principal Global Investors, wrote in a note to investors. “Although rising bond
yields are challenging the entire
tech sector, investors must distinguish between profitless
names that are a long way from
demonstrating healthy earning
power and mega-cap tech firms
that can defend their margins.”
A gauge of the dollar rises.
The yen initially declined after
the Bank of Japan sat pat
on policy while nudging up its
inflation projection.

Treasuries dropped across the curve, pushing two-year and 10-year yields up to levels
last seen before the pandemic roiled markets

Jefferies Financial Group Inc
strategists turned bullish on
Chinese stocks, saying they’re
due for a rebound after getting
hammered by a year of regulatory crackdowns and a slowing
economy.
After being underweight on
Chinese equities for most of
2021, “the case for a mean-reversion led bounce is building,”
Jefferies strategists including
Desh Peramunetilleke wrote in a
January 17 note. The US brokerage is forecasting a 23% return
for the MSCI China index this
year with an 83% probability of
a positive return.
With the call, Jefferies joins a
growing chorus that includes
Goldman Sachs Group Inc. and
UBS Group AG touting opportunities in China stocks. While
regulatory risks linger, especially for the tech sector, an
overnight statement from
China’s securities watchdog
vowing support for overseas
listings helped ease investor
concerns to some extent.
Jefferies expects an earnings
growth of 7% for MSCI China in
2022, compared with the consensus estimate of 15%. The
brokerage is positive on both
offshore and onshore China
stocks.
It saw the case for mean reversion as particularly strong
for the internet sector, especially if regulatory policy
announcements slow.
“Valuations on the internet
sector are now attractive and
downgrades may be peaking,”
the strategists wrote, saying
the sector is close to a bottom
following a 50 percent drop
since the 2021 peak. “Large
players should trade like normal consumer companies,

The Hang Seng Tech index’s early gains were partly attributed to a statement from the China Securities Regulatory Commission,
which said it will support companies to list abroad and collaborate with the US on audit regulations

The MSCI China Index
was little changed as US
yields surged, leaving it
with a 0.3% gain for the
year so far. The Hang
Seng Tech Index erased
gains in afternoon trading,
after earlier rising as
much as 1.9%
making 20x-22x a reasonable
valuation range, vs below 18x
PE currently.”
Still, Chinese stocks will also
have to contend with the impact of higher Treasury yields
as the Federal Reserve look set
to hike from March. The MSCI
China Index was little changed
on Tuesday as US yields surged,
leaving it with a 0.3% gain for
the year so far. The Hang Seng
Tech Index erased gains in af-

n US brokerage Jefferies Financial Group joins a growing
chorus that includes Goldman Sachs Group Inc and UBS
Group AG touting opportunities in China stocks
n While regulatory risks linger, especially for the tech sector,
an overnight statement from China’s securities watchdog
vowing support for overseas listings helped ease investor
concerns to some extent
ternoon trading, after earlier
rising as much as 1.9 percent.
The Hang Seng Tech index
has seen a volatile start to 2022
after plunging by a third last
year, as regulatory uncertainties and China’s monetary easing prospects whipsawed
markets. The gauge’s early
gains on Tuesday were partly
attributed to a statement from
the China Securities Regulatory
Commission, which said it will
support companies to list

abroad and collaborate with
the US on audit regulations.
The announcement “partly
removes uncertainty in relation to the CSRC’s intentions to
overseas listings,” said Justin
Tang, head of Asian research at
United First Partners. “And because the sell-off in Chinese
techs has been so long drawn
and severe, investors new to
the sector are investing with a
sense that the worst is in the
rear-view mirror.”
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United Arab Bank

UAB

1.00

2,062,550,649

0.673

0.885

0.590

2,062,550,649.00

1,388,096,586.78

The National Bank of Ras Al Khaimah

RAKBANK

1.00

1,676,245,428

4.700

4.720

3.630

1,676,245,428.00

7,878,353,511.60

Finance House

FH

1.00

302,837,770

2.100

2.100

1.400

Invest Bank

INVESTB

1.00

3,180,982,143

0.450

First Abu Dhabi Bank

FAB

1.00

10,920,000,000

19.900

21.000

14.100

National Bank of Fujairah

NBF

1.00

2,000,000,000

5.000

5.000

5.000

National Bank of Umm Al Qaiwain

NBQ

1.00

1,848,000,015

1.700

2.240

1.350

799,000.00

470,000.00

1

0.000

0.00

1,848,000,015.00

3,141,600,025.50

Sharjah Islamic Bank

SIB

1.00

3,081,597,750

2.040

2.050

1.300

4,296,644.38

2,108,898.00

36

0.010

0.49

3,081,597,750.00

6,286,459,410.00

38,011.60

65,800.00

4

0.007

1.23

376,019,827.10

19,208,737.00

861

0.400

Bank of Sharjah

BOS

1.00

2,200,000,000

0.577

0.759

0.500

Commercial Bank International

CBI

1.00

1,737,383,050

0.609

0.724

0.530

Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank

ADCB

1.00

6,957,379,354

8.800

9.000

5.970

18,551,428.54

2,111,540.00

242

0.000

Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank

ADIB

1.00

3,632,000,000

6.950

7.130

4.600

7,244,562.02

1,053,077.00

83

0.090

406,949,473.64

25,018,052.00

1,227
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Al Ain Alahlia Insurance Co.

ALAIN

10.00

15,000,000

35.000

35.160

29.200

150,000,000.00

Al Buhaira National Insurance Company

ABNIC

1.00

250,000,000

2.000

2.110

1.480

250,000,000.00

500,000,000.00

Abu Dhabi National Insurance Company

ADNIC

1.00

570,000,000

6.870

7.000

4.630

570,000,000.00

3,915,900,000.00

Al Fujairah National Insurance Company

AFNIC

100.00

1,331,000

224.000

231.000

224.000

133,100,000.00

298,144,000.00

Al Wathba National Insurance Co.

AWNIC

1.00

207,000,000

5.300

8.830

5.270

207,000,000.00

1,097,100,000.00

100,000,000.00

23,800,000.00

100,000,000.00

448,000,000.00

348,929.65

50,619.00

9

(0.050)

(0.72)

525,000,000.00

Al Khazna Insurance Co.

AK
KIIC

1.00

100,000,000

0.238

Al Dhafra Insurance Co.

DHAFRA

1.00

100,000,000

4.480

4.480

3.900

Emirates Insurance Co.

EIC

1.00

150,000,000

7.000

8.390

6.300

150,000,000.00

1,050,000,000.00

AXA Green Crescent Insurance Company PJSC

AXAGCIC

1.00

200,000,000

0.654

0.654

0.541

200,000,000.00

130,800,000.00

Insurance House

IH

1.00

118,780,500

0.890

0.908

0.790

118,780,500.00

105,714,645.00

Methaq Takaful Insurance Compnay

METHAQ

1.00

150,000,000

0.760

1.200

0.710

Ras Alkhaima National Insurance Co.

RAKNIC

1.00

121,275,000

3.500

3.750

2.750

Sharjah Insurance Company

SICO

1.00

137,500,000

1.390

1.950

0.960

United Fidelity Insurance Company (P.S.C)

FIDELITYUNITE

1.00

100,000,000

1.440

2.000

2.000

100,000,000.00

144,000,000.00

Union Insurance Company

UNION

1.00

330,939,180

0.720

0.720

0.540

330,939,180.00

238,276,209.60

150,000,000.00

138,000,000.00

National Takaful Company (Watania)

WA
ATANIA

1.00

150,000,000

0.920

1.080

0.710

Abu Dhabi National Takaful Co.

TKFL

1.00

100,000,000

5.110

8.050

4.250

Total

Consumer Staples

Symbol

Index Open
Declined

5
Face Val (AED)

In
ndex Close
Advanced

3

Issued Shares

434,779.51
506,394.14

4,600.00
1,336,752.30

2,801,825,680
In
ndex
Traded

42,049.00

Last Close

High 52

Low 52

6,007.00

569,392.00

Value (AED)

22

365,503.00

3

5,000.00

1

996,521.00
Index Change
Unchanged

1

1

Volume

0.000

(0.004)
0.090

(0.100)

0.00

(0.52)
6.92

(9.80)

36

150,000,000.00

114,000,000.00

121,275,000.00

424,462,500.00

137,500,000.00

191,125,000.00

100,000,000.00

511,000,000.00

3,068,594,680.00

9,855,322,354.60

Index Change %
Sector Capitalization

1
Trades

Change

Change %

9855322355

Paid Up Capital (AED)

Market Cap. (AED)

Ras Al Khaimah Poultry & Feeding Co.

RAPCO

1.00

95,040,000

3.060

3.900

1.300

95,040,000.00

FOODCO Holding Company

FOODCO

1.00

120,000,000

3.300

3.450

2.840

120,000,000.00

396,000,000.00

AGTHIA Group

AGTHIA

1.00

791,577,090

5.000

7.320

4.650

791,577,090.00

3,957,885,450.00

1,006,617,090.00

4,644,707,850.00

Total

1,006,617,090
In
ndex
Traded

Services

Symbol

FADCSI
1

Index Open
Declined

Face Val (AED)

10,429.96
0

Issued Shares

Last Close

In
ndex Close
Advanced
High 52

Low 52

8,914,781.97

1,783,669.00

8,914,781.97

1,783,669.00

10,412.78
1
Value (AED)

Index Change
Unchanged
Volume

73

0.050

1.01

73
(17.18)
0
Trades

Index Change %
Sector Capitalization
Change

Change %

290,822,400.00

(0.17)
4644707850

Paid Up Capital (AED)

Market Cap. (AED)

Abu Dhabi Aviation Co.

ADAVIATION

1.00

444,787,200

4.850

5.090

3.700

53,350.00

11,000.00

2

0.000

0.00

444,787,200.00

Abu Dhabi National Hotels Co.

ADNH

1.00

1,000,000,000

3.500

4.600

2.400

224,536.16

63,838.00

7

(0.040)

(1.13)

1,000,000,000.00

3,500,000,000.00

Emirates Driving Company

DRIVE

1.00

89,786,400

20.940

23.800

13.440

117,213.62

5,604.00

6

(0.020)

(0.10)

89,786,400.00

1,880,127,216.00

Gulf Medical Projects Company

G M PC

1.00

698,916,094

1.820

2.450

1.620

698,916,094.00

1,272,027,291.08

National Corporation for Tourism & Hotels

NCTH

1.00

785,862,000

2.600

3.500

1.990

33,103.20

12,732.00

1

0.000

0.00

785,862,000.00

2,043,241,200.00

NMDC

1.00

825,000,000

13.100

15.000

5.750

0.200

1.55

825,000,000.00

10,807,500,000.00

3,844,351,694.00

21,660,113,627.08

National Marine Dredging Co.
Total

3,844,351,694
In
ndex
Traded

Real Estate

Symbol

Index Open
Declined

5
Face Val (AED)

In
ndex Close
Advanced

2

Issued Shares

Last Close

High 52

Low 52

12,613,404.72

967,511.00

39

13,041,607.70

1,060,685.00

55

1

Index Change
Unchanged

Value (AED)

Volume

Index Change %
Sector Capitalization

2
Trades

Change

Change %

2,157,217,920.00

21660113627

Paid Up Capital (AED)

Market Cap. (AED)

RAK Properties

RAKPROP

1.00

2,000,000,000

0.803

0.834

0.496

4,586,894.91

5,696,771.00

120

0.002

0.25

2,000,000,000.00

1,606,000,000.00

Al Dar Properties

ALDAR

1.00

7,862,629,603

4.110

4.380

3.330

278,789,853.62

67,637,522.00

607

0.000

0.00

7,862,629,603.00

32,315,407,668.33

283,376,748.53

73,334,293.00

9,862,629,603.00

33,921,407,668.33

Total

9,862,629,603
In
ndex
Traded

FADREI
2

Index Open
Declined

6,295.02
0

In
ndex Close
Advanced

6,355.14
1

Index Change
Unchanged

727
60.12
1

Index Change %
Sector Capitalization

0.96
33921407668
)

